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Summary
Environmental noise present in real-life applications substantially degrades the performance of
speech recognition systems. An example is an in-car scenario where a speech recognition sys-
tem has to support the man-machine interface. Several sources of noise coming from the engine,
wipers, wheels etc., interact with speech. Special challenge is given in an open window scenario,
where noise of traffic, park noise, etc., has to be regarded. The main goal of this thesis is to im-
prove the performance of a speech recognition system based on a state-of-the-art hidden Markov
model (HMM) using noise reduction methods. The performance is measured with respect to
word error rate and with the method of mutual information.
The noise reduction methods are based on weighting rules. Least-squares weighting rules in
the frequency domain have been developed to enable a continuous development based on the ex-
isting system and also to guarantee its low complexity and footprint for applications in embedded
devices. The weighting rule parameters are optimized employing a multidimensional optimiza-
tion task method of Monte Carlo followed by a compass search method. Root compression and
cepstral smoothing methods have also been implemented to boost the recognition performance.
The additional complexity and memory requirements of the proposed system are minimum.
The performance of the proposed system was compared to the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) standardized system. The proposed system outperforms the ETSI sys-
tem by up to 8.6 % relative increase in word accuracy and achieves up to 35.1 % relative increase
in word accuracy compared to the existing baseline system on the ETSI Aurora 3 German task.
A relative increase of up to 18 % in word accuracy over the existing baseline system is also
obtained from the proposed weighting rules on large vocabulary databases.
An entropy-based feature vector analysis method has also been developed to assess the qual-
ity of feature vectors. The entropy estimation is based on the histogram approach. The method
has the advantage to objectively asses the feature vector quality regardless of the acoustic mod-
eling assumption used in the speech recognition system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in speech recognition have reached the point where commercial systems can be de-
ployed with the existing technology. This includes the deployment in embedded devices such
as mobile phones and handheld computers. In general, impressive recognition performance can
be achieved in the laboratory on very large vocabulary continuous speech recognition tasks.
However, problems usually arise in many realistic conditions where humans expect speech input
systems to behave as much as people would. The robustness issue remains the biggest challenge
especially in noisy environments such as public places, cars, etc. The focus of this thesis is to
improve recognition performance with respect to robustness focusing on embedded devices.
Speech recognition can be stated as a system which involves a process of mapping human
speech to its corresponding sequence of linguistic units such as phonemes and words. Basically,
a typical speech recognizer consists of two parts as shown in Figure 1.1, i.e., a front-end and a
back-end. The front-end is responsible for the removal of noise which is affecting the original
input speech and then extracting the speech features out of it. The back-end is performing the
actual classification based on the extracted speech features. As shown in the figure, the front-
end usually consists of several processing modules, i.e., spectral analysis, noise reduction, and
feature extraction modules. The figure also depicts an environmental model of an additive noise

























Figure 1.2: The speech signal is segmented into overlapping segments called frames having a
length of 25 ms and frame shift of 10 ms. Feature vectors are calculated from these frames.
The spectral analysis module takes a short-time input speech segment and transforms it to
the frequency domain. Noise is estimated and removed by the noise reduction module followed
by the feature extraction module which converts each segment into an acoustic pattern called
the feature vector which describes the short-time spectrum of the speech signal. This speech
segment with a length of typically 10− 30 ms is usually referred to as a frame. It is obtained
in an overlapping manner as depicted in Figure 1.2. It is shown in the figure that the frame
shift determines the distance between consecutive frames. A Hamming windowing is applied
to the frame as part of the spectral analysis processing which is transforming the time domain
signal representation to its frequency domain one. For each frame ` a feature vector is calculated.
The classification module assigns the sequence of feature vectors to the corresponding linguistic
units. The speech recognizer is based on the state-of-the-art hidden Markov model (HMM)
technology. Particular interest is put on the front-end part while the back-end will not be the
focus of this thesis.
A particular focus of the thesis is the noise reduction module in the front-end which is aimed
at reducing the effect of additive noise prior to the feature extraction processing. The disturbances
caused by the presence of noise are giving a direct impact on the feature vectors which will cause
problems to the classification module. This is shown in Figure 1.3 where the short-time power





speech signal at frame `
reduction
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t
Figure 1.3: The short-time power spectrum of a noisy speech signal at frame ` and frequency bin
k is fed into the noise reduction to produce the denoised power spectrum.
noise is resulting in distorted feature vectors and the distortion is properly described by the
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of the speech signal defined as the power ratio between the clean
speech signal and the noise






where P denotes the average power. Lower SNR implies more distorted feature vectors. Noise
reduction techniques aim at obtaining a good estimate of the power spectrum which is expected
to match the power spectrum of the clean speech signal.
Many approaches have been developed to cope with the robustness issue in speech recog-
nition. The robustness refers to the ability of the system to maintain minimum WER or good
recognition accuracy even when the input speech is degraded due to the presence of noise. Noise
reduction remains one of the basic approaches which is widely implemented in the front-end of
a speech recognizer to deal with the presence of additive noise. It was initially developed in the
context of speech enhancement focusing on the problem of enhancing a degraded speech signal.
Its application is obvious in other areas such as speech coding.
Figure 1.4 shows the influence of the noise reduction. It depicts the speech recognition
performance in word error rate (WER) based on the SNR of the input speech signal. The WER
is defined as
WER =
# of word errors
# of reference words
×100 [%],
where word errors consist of deletion, substitution, and insertion errors. This performance mea-
4 Introduction














noisy Training − noisy Test
denoised Training − denoised Test
Figure 1.4: Typical performance of a speech recognizer measured in word error rate (WER),
given the input speech utterances with different signal-to-noise-ratios (SNRs).
surement criterion is further described in Section 3.4 together with other performance measure-
ment criteria, i.e., word accuracy and word recognition rate. The figure shows that the perfor-
mance is deteriorating when the SNR of the input speech utterances is low. The use of a noise
reduction technique significantly improves the performance by reducing the WER in the low
SNR region. However, it also introduces distortions for the high SNR input speech utterances
as observed in the figure. The distortions are caused by the artifacts produced by the noise
reduction.
There exist various approaches in noise reduction which are operating either in the time or fre-
quency domain. Particular emphasis is given for the frequency domain noise reduction approach
widely known as the short-time spectral amplitude (STSA) estimator approach. This approach
can be formulated as to find an estimate of the clean speech short-time spectral amplitude given
the noisy speech short-time spectral amplitude. Important to note is that the noise reduction for
speech enhancement needs further adjustment when applied in the speech recognition context.
In order to improve the performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, the
concept of evaluation has been proven as very beneficial to push for progress such as the one













Figure 1.5: Evaluation framework used to test the performance of an ASR system.
1998]. The evaluation framework is defined by two speech databases, i.e., a training database
and a test database as depicted in Figure 1.5. The training database is used to configure the
back-end (the hidden Markov model (HMM) parameter training as described in Section 2.2) and
the test database is used to determine the WER. The evaluation also defines a baseline ASR
system and its performance. It is expected that any ASR system under test should achieve better
performance than the baseline system.
In the area of robust speech recognition, recently the Aurora Working Group within the Eu-
ropean Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) has conducted an evaluation campaign
yielding a robust speech recognition front-end called the ETSI advanced front-end (AFE) which
has been defined and standardized in [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2003a]. It has been shown that the
AFE is performing well when tested in various noisy conditions on several different languages
[ETSI STQ-Aurora 2002]. The noise reduction part in the AFE is based on the STSA estimator
approach and the back-end was built following the Aurora experimental framework [Hirsch and
Pearce 2000] using the hidden Markov model toolkit (HTK) [Young et al. 2005].
The Aurora evaluation activities have attracted many publications, e.g., in [Fujimoto and
Nakamura 2005, Wu et al. 2005, Droppo et al. 2001]. In this thesis, we are performing evalua-
tions and developing several front-end techniques within the Aurora framework as well. As the
baseline, an existing ASR system was used consisting of specific front-end and back-end, i.e., a
system developed by Siemens AG, Corporate Technology [Astrov et al. 2003, Varga et al. 2002,
Andrassy et al. 2001, Bauer 2001], henceforth called the Siemens front-end (SFE) and Siemens
back-end (SBE), respectively. Note that SBE was used instead of the HTK back-end as specified
by the Aurora framework. The evaluation is done on one of the evaluation databases specified
in the Aurora framework, i.e., the Aurora 3 German which contains speech recorded in a car
environment. The front-end development is aiming at achieving an advanced SFE which gives
















Figure 1.6: The Aurora evaluation framework showing all possible configurations between two
different front-ends and back-ends.
Figure 1.6 depicts all possible configurations in performing the evaluation on the Aurora
framework. The original AFE-HTK configuration is shown in the figure with an arrow label
a. Initial benchmarking work done with the SFE within the Aurora framework was in fact em-
ploying the HTK back-end and it was showing lower performance achievement compared to the
AFE [Andrassy et al. 2001]. This is shown in the figure having an arrow with the label c. In
this thesis, the baseline SFE results are defined with the configuration as shown with the arrow
label d in the figure. Further improvements are all investigated and evaluated employing this
configuration. The AFE-SBE configuration as shown with the arrow label b serves for reference
purposes. Achieving a better performance than the AFE is our particular interest.
In the AFE-SBE configuration, several modifications are introduced to the original AFE in
order to make the front-end achieve its optimal performance when using the SBE instead of the
HTK as the back-end. The original SFE has to be modified as well to match some parametric
configurations used in the AFE. Those are done to ensure proper and correct performance bench-
marking process using only the SBE as the common back-end. The results obtained after having
the adjustments done in both front-ends show that the AFE is still showing superior performance
than the baseline SFE. Based on the modified AFE results, the AFE-SBE system is used as the
performance reference. The work in this thesis is directed to improve the baseline SFE focusing
on the noise reduction.
We are mainly focusing on the development of noise reduction approaches within the speech
enhancement area using a single microphone (single channel approach) for the following reasons:
• The trade-off between the cost and benefit of multi-channel processing implementation
in embedded devices still need further considerations. Multi-channel processing certainly
implies higher cost.
• Some derivatives of classical speech enhancement technique are still the best approaches
available to date in speech enhancement context. These approaches are relatively simple
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to implement and they usually outperform more elaborate techniques. Their application in
speech recognition was shown in the ETSI advanced front-end [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2003a]
mentioned previously as the standardized ETSI robust front-end for distributed speech
recognition (DSR), which is based on the classical Wiener filtering noise reduction tech-
nique.
Another interesting focus of this thesis is the analysis of the feature vectors utilizing the
theory of entropy. The quality of feature vectors in speech recognition is usually evaluated based
on the resulting recognition performance. This leads to the practice where the algorithms in
the front-end have to be tuned in a way that yields a better recognition performance without
necessarily having a satisfactory explanation or analysis on the improvements being made. It
is also sometimes the case where the front-end is optimally tuned to yield a better recognition
performance on a sub-optimal back-end. Hence, an inadequate analysis on the feature vectors
and the influence of modeling errors in the back-end are the two main problems we try to address
in this thesis.
The motivation to use the theory of entropy is based on the fact that a relationship between
the Bayes probability of error and entropy of the feature vectors exists as described in Section
5.1. Thus, an entropy measure can be used as a tool in judging the quality of feature vectors.
It gives a first insight into the statistical properties of the feature vectors depending on the cho-
sen noise reduction algorithm although it is generally applicable to any improvements made in
the front-end. Since the Bayes probability of error is used as the performance measurement, it
automatically excludes the influence of modeling errors in the back-end.
1.1 Objectives and Main Achievements
The goal of this thesis is to address the problem of reducing the WER under noisy conditions
while still maintaining low computational load for applications in embedded devices. We restrict
ourselves to achieving improvement in recognition performance through modifications intro-
duced in the front-end. Car noise is of our particular interest. The improvement is evaluated
based on the performance achieved with the baseline SFE after introducing some additional pro-
cessing and finally compared to the performance of the state-of-the-art ETSI AFE. The evaluation
is done on the Aurora 3 German digits database and other car databases. The SBE is used as the
common back-end.
Main achievements contributed in this thesis are listed as follows:
• Further improvements developed on the noise reduction module, particularly in the weight-
ing rule formulation, contribute to a higher recognition performance. This is further en-
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hanced by integrating several pre-processing techniques in the feature extraction modules
of the baseline SFE. The new SFE outperforms the AFE in the given task.
• The improvements are still suitable for embedded devices implementation which is a very
important aspect for the deployment of a commercial speech recognition technology. It
maintains high recognition accuracy while keeping the computational load low.
• Results on larger databases confirm the superiority of the proposed weighting rules.
• An alternative analysis on the feature vectors based on the mutual information or entropy
approach. This presents a way of measuring the quality of the feature vectors without
performing the classification task in the recognition phase.
1.2 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 is describing the most important aspects when dealing with the stochastic speech
recognition approach. This includes the use of the HMM technique, Viterbi algorithm, and some
aspects regarding the HMM training. Some words on the mismatch problem are also mentioned.
Chapter 3 is presenting the speech recognition systems under evaluation. Two speech recognition
systems are mainly used, i.e., the ETSI standardized front-end and the SFE. Only a single back-
end is described, i.e., the SBE, which is used for both front-ends. This chapter also presents other
front-end techniques which have been successfully applied to the SFE. The database description
and the performance evaluation used throughout this thesis are presented in the subsequent sec-
tions. Finally, some words concerning the embedded system are given.
Chapter 4 is dedicated mainly to the state-of-the-art frequency domain formulations and our
contributions in this area. Our contribution is described in the section dealing with the least-
squares based weighting rule formulation in the frequency domain.
Chapter 5 deals with an alternative feature evaluation technique which is based on the maximiza-
tion of mutual information. This chapter is presenting our contribution to the feature analysis
technique.
Chapter 6 presents the evaluation of the front-end systems. The work is based on the digit
task Aurora 3 German database. Various experiments are presented which show some gradual
improvements obtained using various methods implemented in the SFE. This chapter highlights
the superiority of our improved SFE as compared to the AFE.
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Chapter 7 describes further improvement achieved when larger vocabulary databases are used.
It focuses on the superiority of the proposed noise reduction techniques which show further
improvement compared to the noise reduction in the baseline SFE.
Chapter 8 evaluates the proposed feature evaluation technique on the Aurora 3 German digits
database.
Chapter 9 finally presents the conclusions and hints for future work.
Chapter 2
Stochastic Speech Recognition
Speech recognition can be regarded as a pattern recognition task, where the speech signal patterns
have to be mapped on words. Words are speech classes defined by the corresponding linguistic
units in the vocabulary, also called lexicon. The lexicon is denoted as W which is a set of words.
The lexicon size simply tells about the amount of words stored in it. A particular word in the set
W is denoted with W .
In practice, the feature extraction module converts the speech signal into a sequence of acous-
tic feature vectors xM = {x(`)}M−1`=0 = {x(0), · · · , x(M−1)} of length M where each x(`), ` =
0 · · ·M − 1 is a d-dimensional instance of a multivariate random variable X = [ X1 · · · Xd ]T .
There exist several approaches in designing a speech recognition system which can be classified
as template-based, knowledge-based, stochastic, and connectionist approaches. The stochastic
framework is the one considered in this thesis.
Depending on the given task, a speech recognition system can be categorized as isolated word
recognition, connected word recognition, and continuous speech recognition. In isolated word
recognition, the input speech utterance must have deliberate pauses between words which is then
considered as taking an isolated word input. This is the easiest task in speech recognition since
the task is merely formulated as finding the most likely word given a list of word references in the
vocabulary. Connected word recognition allows the utterance to have multiple word inputs and
the task is stated as to find the optimum sequence of word reference patterns that best matches the
input utterance. The word inputs are limited to those stored in the vocabulary. Continuous speech
recognition constitutes the most difficult task in speech recognition since the input utterance is
considered to be natural where words are spoken continuously without pauses or other apparent
division between words. This usually involves larger vocabulary containing unknown words,
hesitations, etc. and thus makes the problem of finding the optimum sequence of word references
more difficult.
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The Bayes decision rule has been widely used as the fundamental approach to solve the prob-
lems in speech recognition which theoretically leads to minimum error rate [Fukunaga 1990]. In
the case of isolated word recognition, it can be shown that given an observed sequence xM the




where it is assumed that the a posteriori probability P(W |xM) given the feature vectors exists and
is known. For the connected and continuous speech recognition cases, the recognition problem
is formulated as finding the most likely word sequence. For simplicity, we will proceed with the




p(xM|W )P(W ), (2.2)
where the a posteriori probability is replaced by the conditional probability density p(xM|W )
and the a priori probability P(W ) which leads to the well-known maximum likelihood method.
The probabilities are also known as the acoustic model and language model probabilities, respec-
tively. Throughout this thesis we denote probability densities with p(·) and discrete probabilities
with P(·).
Based on this framework, the goal is to find a parameter set Ω so that PΩ(W |xM) can best
approximate P(W |xM). The acoustic model p(xM|W ) is approximated by pΛ(xM|W ), where
Λ denotes the parameter set of an assumed acoustic model which is represented by the hidden
Markov model (HMM) in the stochastic framework. This offers a way to characterize the statisti-
cal properties of the acoustic feature vectors by assuming that the feature vectors are the outputs
of a parametric random process. Tutorials on this statistical modeling and its application in ASR
are given in, e.g., [Young et al. 2005, Rabiner 1989].
The language model P(W ) is approximated by PΘ(W ), where Θ denotes the parameter set
of an assumed language model. Language modeling contributes to the scoring in the classifier
according to grammar or semantics. It is independent of the acoustic feature vectors and is
aiming at placing some constraints on how to build a certain sentence given the recognized words
as stored in the vocabulary.















Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Figure 2.1: Illustration of different feature vector alignments to the HHM states for the same
word W .
Thus, we can formulate the parameter set as Ω = {Λ,Θ} which refers to the classification module
of a speech recognizer.
In this context three research directions in speech recognition can be stated as
• Improving the feature vectors xM aiming at achieving lower error rate.
• Improving the distributions pΛ(xM|W ) and PΘ(W ) which is also aiming at achieving lower
error rate.
• Improving the search problem as performed by the arg max function which is dedicated
to achieving lower computational load and memory requirements.
An overview of the statistical decision and estimation in the statistical pattern recognition context
is given, for example, in [Fukunaga 1990].
Acoustic modeling of speech using the HMM is following the assumption that speech can
be broken down into states in which the speech signal is considered to be stationary. Another
assumption is related to the observed feature vectors where each observation depends only on
the current state and not on the previous observation. This implies the independence assump-
tion of the feature vectors. Both assumptions are crude assumptions of the speech signal. The
HMM itself is a stochastic finite-state machine which consists of a Markov chain of states and a
probabilistic function assigned to each state.
A sequence of feature vectors xM describing a speech utterance corresponds to a sequence of
states ψM = {ψ(0), · · · , ψ(M − 1)} where ψ(`), ` = 0 · · ·M − 1 denotes the state occupied at
frame `. Variations in uttering a particular word W yield different state sequences as illustrated in
Figure 2.1. An example of a visited state sequence is given by the second utterance in the figure:
ψ6 = {Q2, Q2, Q2, Q4, Q4, Q5},
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π1
π2
a11 a22 a33 a44 a55
a12 a23 a34 a45
a13 a24 a35
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Figure 2.2: Illustration of 5-states Bakis topology with its initial, state transition, and emission
probabilities.
with Q j being the HMM state. The term visited is used since the figure depicts several utterances
with different state sequences following an allowed state ordering Q1, · · · , Q5 to describe the
word W . This is actually the case in the training phase where an allowed state ordering of a
particular word is known from the transcription and the feature vectors have to be aligned to the
HMM states. The alignment process requires the knowledge of the hidden state sequence. In
the recognition phase the state sequence is also not known or hidden. The task is to find the
most likely state sequence given all possible word references or state orderings stored in the
vocabulary. Note that each word is always identified with a particular state ordering.
Having sufficient utterance variations for a particular word W and grouping together all fea-
ture vectors which belong to the same state lead to an understanding that the states are statistically
describing the speech. These states are emitting the feature vectors according to the emission
probability function of each state denoted by bi where the index i refers to the a particular state.
It is shown in Figure 2.1, for example, that all six feature vectors assigned to the state Q2 de-
termine the emission probability b2. It is also shown in the figure that the feature vectors are
not always aligned to all available states as illustrated in the second utterance where it skips the
states Q1 and Q3. This behavior is explained by the transition probability ai j where the indices
i and j denote the state origin and destination of the transition. The notation a22, for example,
denotes the transition probability of going from state Q2 to Q2.
The HMM topology suited in modeling speech is called the left-to-right Bakis topology as
shown in Figure 2.2. This is due to the speech characteristics which are changing over time in
a successive manner as previously depicted in Figure 2.1. As shown in the topology, a skip is
allowed in the state sequence.
Finally, the construction of a word using HMM states is depicted in Figure 2.3 where the
states are representing the basic structure of speech. The word W is divided into several sub-
words labeled with /word:0/ · · · /word:7/ and each subword consists of several segments, e.g.,
word:0.0 · · · word:0.2 for the subword /word:0/. A certain amount of HMM states is assigned to
the segment. The figure shows that only one state is used to model a segment.
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word:0.0 word:0.1 word:0.2 word:1.0 word:1.1 word:1.2 word:7.0 word:7.1 word:7.2
word W
/word:0/ /word:1/ /word:7/
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q22 Q23 Q24
Figure 2.3: HMM modeling of speech showing the construction of a word based on subwords.
Based on the word reference unit, speech recognition can be classified either as whole word
or phoneme based speech recognition. Whole word based speech recognition uses each word as
its reference. An acoustic model is generated for each word stored in the vocabulary. This is
suitable for small vocabulary tasks where the entries in the vocabulary are usually limited. The
phoneme based speech recognition uses a subword such as a phoneme as its reference. This is
practically suitable for large vocabulary tasks where storing the subwords greatly reduces the
amount of storage and computational complexity required in comparison with the whole word
modeling. It also implies that adding new words is not always related to an increase in the
vocabulary size. The main issue is actually concerning the training of HMM parameters. Both
speech recognition classes allow the implementation of such structure as depicted in Figure 2.3.
Note that the subwords in the whole word speech recognition do not relate to a linguistic unit
such as a phoneme.
2.1 Hidden Markov Model (HMM) Parameter Formulation
To summarize, the parameters describing the HMM can be categorized as
1. the number of states NS. The states in the HMM are denoted as {Q j}NSj=1 and s j(`) denotes
being in state Q j at frame `. The term NS is used in connection with the modeling of a
single word reference unit. The term NQ denotes the total number of states used to model
all words in the vocabulary.
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Figure 2.2 shows that the state sequence starts at Q0 which is denoted with the black circle
to indicate that the state is non-emitting. Thus, the frame index ` = 0 starts either at Q1 or
Q2.
3. the state transition probability set A = {ai j}NSi=1, j=1, where





Putting it in a matrix form of all permitted transitions, the matrix is certainly not full given




ai j = 1. (2.6)
4. the emission probability distribution set B which is a set of parameters describing the

















denoting the probability density function of observing x(`) when the system is in state Qi
at frame `.
Depending on the data type of the output distribution the HMM may be a discrete or
continuous density one. The discrete HMMs (DHMMs) are modeling the outputs as a
discrete set and the continuous density HMMs (CDHMMs) are modeling a continuous set
of observable outputs X = Rd . Feature vectors are usually modeled with the CDHMMs






























2 (x(`)−µir)T Σ−1ir (x(`)−µir), (2.9)
with µir and Σir denoting the mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively. The mixture
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For CDHMMs B consists of a set of means, variances, and mixture coefficients B =
{cir,µir,Σir}. This formulation is the one considered in this thesis.
The notation describing a HMM is thus formulated as
Λ = (Π, A, B).
2.2 The HMM Parameter Training
Obtaining the best model for each word is done in the training phase by solving an optimiza-
tion problem aimed at estimating the HMM parameters based on a certain optimization criterion.
There exist many criteria in this optimization problem, however, the maximum likelihood (ML)
estimator turns out to be the most popular one and widely implemented to date. It is neces-
sary to understand how the likelihood function is evaluated before proceeding to the maximum
likelihood estimator. The problem is also known as the acoustic model evaluation and will be
described in this section.
The evaluation of the acoustic model pΛ(x
M|W ) is obtained through the evaluation of the
likelihood function p(xM|Λ). The likelihood is defined as the probability that a model with
particular parameter values assigns to the data that has actually been observed [Neal 1993]








where L(·) denotes the likelihood. Equation (2.10) is, however, not considering the existence of
a state sequence. It is therefore not pointing out to a practical solution for our specific HMM
problem.
Taking into account the underlying state sequence, the likelihood equation is determined by
calculating the joint probability function of both the observation sequence and state sequence
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where Qψ(`) returns the index of the state Q at frame ` in the state sequence ψ . The likelihood














The solution of (2.12) is obviously computationally expensive. Fortunately, an efficient al-
gorithm exists to solve the problem, i.e., the forward-backward algorithm (e.g., in [Rabiner and
Juang 1993], Appendix A.1), originally known as the BCJR algorithm [Bahl et al. 1974]. The
maximum likelihood optimization problem is then solved using the Baum-Welch re-estimation
algorithm where the best HMM parameters are obtained in an iterative manner using the forward-
backward algorithm. This algorithm is described briefly in Appendix A.2. The segmental K-
means algorithm [Juang and Rabiner 1990] offers an alternative solution to the Baum-Welch
re-estimation algorithm to estimate the HMM parameters.
The forced Viterbi alignment or the Viterbi training procedure is usually taken to replace
the Baum-Welch re-estimation training procedure due to its simplicity and capability to deliver
comparable performance. This training procedure is based on the Viterbi algorithm [Viterbi
1967] as described in the subsequent section. The term forced is used since the Viterbi algorithm
is forced to deliver the best path calculation for a given state ordering. This can also be seen as
a feature vector alignment to the states. In both training procedures, the allowed state ordering
is known from the transcription. The Viterbi training is thus using the information obtained
from the Viterbi best path calculation to estimate the HMM parameters while the Baum-Wlech
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training is basically calculating the expectations of events.
The database used in the training phase is holding an important role in estimating the HMM
parameters. It is necessary to train the parameters on the training database which is matching the
target recognition environment.
2.3 The HMM recognition




for each possible word as shown in
(2.3). The evaluation of this term according to (2.12) is usually not employed since it needs high
computational power. Therefore, in practice the task of finding the most likely state sequence


















∗|W )PΘ(W ), (2.14)
where ψM
∗
denotes the most likely state sequence of length M.
Several optimization criteria exist to obtain the optimal state sequence. One of them is by
maximizing the expected number of correct individual states. This is done by computing an
individually most likely state Q(`) for each frame `
Q(`) = arg max
1≤i≤NS







Note that Q(`) shall return the index of the state Q at frame `. This criterion might exhibit a
problem that the resulting state sequence might not be the valid state sequence and also that
it neglects the probability of occurrence of sequences of states. The Viterbi algorithm is thus
commonly used to solve the problem of finding the most likely state sequence.
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where Ψ`−1 denotes the set of all partial paths of length `−1. This can be recursively calculated
using










for 1 ≤ j ≤ NS and initialized with





Replacing the maximization procedure in (2.18) by the summation procedure yields the iterative
forward algorithm to obtain the likelihood in (2.12). The total likelihood score of the most likely
state sequence is given by
Likelihood score = max
1≤i≤NS
φi(M−1). (2.20)
The forced Viterbi alignment as mentioned in the previous section is done by tracing back
the most likely state sequence. It is done by introducing the following variable:






for 1 ≤ j ≤ NS. The state sequence is thus obtained with
Q(`) = ϑQ(`+1)(`+1), (2.22)
where the backtracing is calculated for ` = M−2, M−3, · · · , 0. The index of the last occupied
state Q(M−1) of the most likely sequence is known from
Q(M−1) = arg max
1≤i≤NS
φi(M−1). (2.23)
An illustration of the Viterbi algorithm is given in Figure 2.4 using the second utterance
depicted in Figure 2.1. The path of the most likely state sequence is shown with the solid line.
All possible state sequences of the same length must be within the shaded area following the
Bakis topology. For each new feature vector x(`+ 1) the variables φ j(`+ 1) and ϑ j(`+ 1) are
recursively calculated for each dot in the shaded area using (2.18) and (2.21), respectively. The
indices i and j in the equations must lie within the shaded area and for a particular index j, only
the values of the index i within the set i ∈ { j, j − 1, j − 2} are considered. Finally, the total
likelihood score of the most likely state sequence in (2.20) is given as φNS(M−1) and Q(M−1)
in (2.23) is set to QNS to start the bakctracing process using (2.22).








Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Viterbi algorithm yielding the most likely sequence.
2.4 The Problem of Mismatch
A noisy environment is usually characterized by the presence of one or more noise sources. These
sources are usually categorized as additive and convolutive distortion. Examples of additive noise
are the noise produced by machinery, background conversation, telephone ringing, etc. Sources
of convolutive noise are, for example, room reverberation, microphone transducer, vocal tract
characteristic of individual speaker, etc. There also exist other noise sources which are still
difficult to quantify such as different speaking styles influenced by the environment known as
the Lombard effect and psychological awareness of the speaker.
Developing a robust speech recognition system with a high level of recognition accuracy in
a dynamically varying acoustical environment continues to be a challenging research topic. The
various environmental noise contributes to the mismatch between the testing and training con-
ditions. This is related to the feature vectors showing different distributions in both conditions.
A significant number of studies has been dedicated to address the mismatch problem which is
briefly summarized in [Furui and Lee 1995, Gong 1995, Juang 1991].
An example of the mismatch problem can be seen in Figure 2.5. The testing environment is
noisy and two different HMMs were obtained, one being trained in a clean environment and the
other in a noisy environment to simulate the mismatch and matched scenario, respectively. In
this example, the type of noise is the same in the noisy training and testing environment. It is
obvious that performing a recognition task in the noisy environment using a recognition system
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clean Training − noisy Test
noisy Training − noisy Test
Figure 2.5: Effect of mismatch in the speech recognition system.
trained in the same noisy environment yields a much better result than the one trained in a clean
environment. The advantage is clearly seen for almost all SNR values with the highest gain
shown for the lowest SNR. This highlights the importance of having a matched scenario.
The use of a denoising technique in both scenario is certainly boosting the performance.
An example of applying a denoising technique in a matched scenario was shown previously in
Figure 1.4. In the case where the testing environment is not known in advance, an HMM trained
in a clean environment is usually provided. A denoising technique is simply applied during the
recognition phase to cope with the possible case of encountering a noisy environment. This is a
sub-optimal solution but offers a possibility of deploying a recognition system in a wide range
of environment. It is basically recommended that the denoising technique is also applied during
the training to take into account possible artifacts introduced by the denoising technique which
usually occur in the high SNR region. The decision is usually based on the additional cost and
effort considerations due to the following facts:
• Replacing an existing HMM is usually not preferred.
• An HMM is usually provided by performing the training in a clean environment.
• Optimizing a particular denoising technique requires a retraining process which is obvi-
ously not preferred if the training data is large.
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noisy Training − denoised Test
denoised Training − denoised Test
Figure 2.6: An alternative mismatch scenario for a speech recognition system operating in a low
SNR environment.
• A rapid development of denoising techniques offers a wide range of possibility to up-
date the system performance and simply optimizing the denoising technique in the testing
environment given the clean HMM is more appropriate than using an HMM based on a
different denoising technique.
In the case where the testing environment is known to be considerably noisy, it is sometimes
preferable to adopt the matched scenario and an additional denoising technique applied only in
the testing. This is a mismatch scenario but it proves to be a promising alternative scenario as
shown in Figure 2.6 where it yields a better performance for SNR region at 9 dB and below com-
pared to the matched scenario. This phenomenon is attributed to the limitation of the denoising
technique in the low SNR region.
2.5 A Survey of Robustness in Speech Recognition
The effect of noise in speech recognition has been discussed in Section 2.4. Most of the research
in robust speech recognition has been directed towards compensating the additive and convolu-
tive effects as shown in the environmental model in Figure 2.7 [Stern et al. 1996]. In this thesis,









Figure 2.7: An environmental model with additive noise and convolutive distortion.
however, only the additive noise is being considered. We use an existing algorithm to handle the
convolutive distortion.
In general, it is convenient to categorize research areas for robust speech recognition into the
following:
• Speech enhancement, e.g., [Lim and Oppenheim 1979], which is aimed at improving per-
ceptual aspects of degraded speech for a human listener. Among the important areas are
the noise reduction techniques which are dealing with the statistically independent additive
noise, and echo cancellation techniques, which are trying to reduce the effects of acoustic
echo and of reverberation. Speech enhancement techniques are definitely applicable to
speech recognition.
• Acoustic feature representations, which are focusing on basic feature extraction schemes.
The robustness of the acoustic representations is usually evaluated when extracting the
feature vectors from degraded speech. Besides the most common methods of the mel
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [Davis and Mermelstein 1980] and the linear pre-
dictive coding (LPC) coefficients [Makhoul 1975], other feature extraction schemes which
are based on the human auditory model have been developed such as perceptual linear
predictive (PLP) analysis [Hermansky 1990], ensemble interval histogram (EIH) [Ghitza
1994], zero-crossings with peak-amplitudes (ZCPA) [Kim et al. 1999], etc. Dimensionality
reduction techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) or the Karhunen-Loève
expansion (KLE) or eigenvector orthonormal expansion and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) could further contribute to the robustness issue.
• Feature compensation, which compensates the acoustic feature vectors for the environ-
mental degradation. The compensation techniques may operate in any processing levels
in the feature extraction scheme such as in the power spectrum domain, on the filter-bank
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output, logarithm output, and cepstrum. Other techniques could also be mentioned such
as microphone array processing, cepstral mean subtraction/normalization (CMS/N) [Furui
1981], first and second order time derivatives of cepstra [Furui 1986] (also called delta
and delta-delta or dynamic feature vectors or regression coefficients), relative spectral
(RASTA) [Hermansky et al. 1993], frequency smoothing based on auditory properties in
[Höge 1984], quantile based histogram equalization [Hilger and Ney 2001], vector Tay-
lor series (VTS) [Moreno et al. 1996], statistical linear approximation (SLA) [Kim 1998],
interacting multiple model (IMM) [Kim 2002], etc.
• Acoustic model compensation, which seeks to minimize the mismatch problem through
some processing in the acoustic model. Early development of acoustic modeling meth-
ods in speech recognizers was relying on an isolated word template modeling employing
methods such as vector quantization (VQ) [Gray 1984, Linde et al. 1980], nearest neighbor
(NN) pattern classification [Cover and Hart 1967], dynamic time warping (DTW) [Rabiner
et al. 1978], etc. These template-based classifiers employ different distance measure cri-
teria to increase robustness. Statistical modeling using the hidden Markov model has also
been developed in the classifier to model the acoustic feature vectors. Several well known
techniques for the HMM-based classifier are parallel model combination (PMC) [Gales
and Young 1996], maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [Gales 1997], discrim-
inative training [Juang and Katagiri 1992, Bahl et al. 1988], etc. Another direction in the
speech recognizing is also developed based on neural networks [Lippmann 1987].
We have started the work on speech recognition by initially developing a speaker verifica-
tion system [Setiawan et al. 2003a], which has now been improved to cope with various noise
conditions. The work on the speech recognition was started by closely following the front-end
development within the ETSI Aurora working group, where we have initially reported the speech
level variation problem as described in [Setiawan et al. 2003b]. The work on the robustness issue
was initially pursued in several areas, such as microphone array as presented in [Höge et al. 2004,
Setiawan 2004], interactive multiple model and vector Taylor series as given in [Fingscheidt et al.
2004, Setiawan et al. 2004]. Finally, we started the work on the noise reduction as described, for
example, in [Fingscheidt et al. 2005b, Setiawan et al. 2005b] due to the considerations presented
in Chapter 1. We have also managed to work on a noise-related system for the ITU-T speech
coding G.729.1 silence compression scheme which was standardized in June 2008 as G.729.1
Annex C: DTX/CNG Scheme [Setiawan et al. 2008].
Chapter 3
Speech Recognition System Description and
Evaluation
The speech recognition system being evaluated comprises of the MFCC based Siemens front-end
(SFE) and the HMM based Siemens back-end (SBE). Improvements have been developed in the
front-end to exceed the performance of the ETSI standardized advanced front-end (AFE). To be
able to fairly compare the performance of both front-ends a single experimental framework has
to be defined. The framework defines the back-end, database, and task. In this case the database
and task are following the Aurora 3 experimental framework as defined by the ETSI Aurora
working group while the SBE is used as the common back-end. Several adjustments have to be
done for both front-ends. The SFE needs to be modified to match the general configuration in the
AFE and the AFE needs to be adjusted to perform optimally with the back-end. In this chapter,
the original SFE and SBE system configuration is presented together with the database and task.
Adjustments made on the SFE and AFE are later described in Chapter 6.
3.1 ETSI Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR) Front-End
A robust speech recognition front-end for mobile devices has been developed and standardized by
the Speech Processing, Transmission, and Quality Aspects (STQ)-Aurora Working Group within
ETSI for a distributed speech recognition (DSR) framework [Pearce 2000]. In the proposed
framework, the MFCC feature vectors and energy coefficient are extracted at the terminal front-
end and transmitted over a data network to the server front-end, where some remaining front-end
operations are performed in the remote server before being processed by the back-end recognizer.
This scheme requires the feature vectors to be compressed and encoded in the terminal before
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Figure 3.1: Speech processing architectures. The diagram block on the top shows the proposed
DSR method with its AFE processing and the bottom one shows the widely spread speech pro-
cessing architecture using AMR speech codec concatenated with the AFE. The subscripts t and
s to AFE denote the terminal and server, respectively.
being sent. The decompression and decoding operations are thus performed in the server front-
end which also calculates the derivative coefficients.
The first DSR front-end standard [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2000], was initially published in 2000
describing basic MFCC feature extraction and its feature compression and coding schemes. The
second standard [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2003a], was initially published in 2002 adding noise robust-
ness to the first standard. This is known as the advanced front-end (AFE). Extended front-end
(XFE) [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2003c], and extended advanced front-end (XAFE) [ETSI STQ-Aurora
2003b], as the extensions of the previous standards were published in 2003 to support tonal lan-
guage recognition and speech reconstruction capability [Sorin et al. 2004, Ramabadran et al.
2004].
The recognition performance of the first two front-ends alone is substantially better than their
combination with the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR)
speech codec and the front-ends [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2001b; 2002], using a common experimental
framework [Hirsch and Pearce 2000, Pearce and Hirsch 2000]. This has eventually pushed 3GPP
to approve the latest ETSI standard DSR XAFE as an optional codec for Speech Enabled Services
for release 6 in 2004. Figure 3.1 depicts the AFE being evaluated on the DSR and AMR speech
processing architectures. It shows that the AFE in the proposed DSR architecture is divided into
two parts, i.e., AFEt and AFEs referring to the terminal and server parts, respectively.
The robustness of the standardized front-ends is obviously shown in the AFE. The techniques
described in the AFE [Macho et al. 2002] are mostly based on speech enhancement techniques.
The AFE mainly consists of a frequency domain noise reduction scheme called two-stage mel-
warped Wiener filter [Agarwal and Cheng 1999, Noé et al. 2001], and SNR-dependent waveform
processing [Macho and Cheng 2001] to enhance the time domain signal representation. Blind
equalization [Mauuary 1998] is applied to the MFCC feature vectors to reduce the convolutional
effect. Frame dropping [de Veth et al. 2001] is finally used to reduce the insertion errors. Some
additional configurations of the front-end are as follows:
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• Supports three sampling rates, i.e., 8 kHz, 11 kHz, and 16 kHz.
• 25/10 ms frame length/shift.
• 23 normalized triangular mel filterbanks applied to the denoised power spectrum for 8 and
11 kHz processing. For 16 kHz processing, 3 additional filterbanks are used for the upper
4 kHz bandwidth.
• 12 MFCC and 1 energy feature as static coefficients. The energy feature is a weighted sum
of log-energy and c0 coefficient.
• 39 dimensional feature vector, i.e., 13 static coefficients and their first and second order
derivatives.
Note that while the AFE provides an additional module to process the 16 kHz utterances, the 11
kHz processing is conducted in the same way as the 8 kHz processing by previously performing
a downsampling to 8 kHz.
3.2 Front-End and Back-End System Description
3.2.1 Siemens Front-End (SFE)
The front-end is based on the mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) feature extraction
method and taking an input speech signal having a sampling frequency of 8 kHz [Andrassy et
al. 2001]. The diagram block of the front-end is depicted in Figure 3.2. It mainly consists of
the spectral analysis, noise reduction, cepstrum calculation, channel compensation, and feature
processing. Each of the components is described as follows:
• Spectral analysis. This generally consists of the framing, pre-emphasis, windowing, and
Fourier transform. The framing takes a frame length of 32 ms with a frame shift of 15 ms.
Pre-emphasis is done using a first-order high pass filter with the coefficient 0.95. Hamming
windowing is then applied to the frame before the NFFT = 256 points FFT operation.
The noisy speech spectral power |Yk(m)|2 is finally calculated for each frequency bin k =
1 · · ·NFFT /2+1 and frame index m.
• Noise reduction. The additive noise is removed using the recursive least-squares (RLS)
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Figure 3.2: The diagram block of the baseline Siemens front-end (SFE).
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to obtain the clean speech spectral power estimate |Ŝk(m)|2 using
|Ŝk(m)|2 = G2k(m) · |Yk(m)|2. (3.2)
The variable α denotes the overestimation factor while ρY and ρN denote the smoothing
coefficients for noisy speech and noise, respectively. The noise spectral power |Nk(`)|2
is estimated by means of a noise power spectral density estimator as described in Section
4.1.1.
• Bandpass filter. The power spectrum within the frequency range from 180 to 4000 Hz is
taken with frequencies below 180 Hz are set to zero.
• Log-energy. The normalized log-energy is calculated from the bandpass outputs by






E(m) if m = 0,
(1−0.9) ·E(m−1)+0.9 ·E(m−1) otherwise,
(3.4)
where Ê(m) and E(m) = 10 · log10
∑NFFT /2+1
k=1 |S̃k(m)|2 denoting the normalized and un-
normalized log-energy coefficients, respectively. Note that |S̃k(m)|2 refers to the estimate
of the clean speech power spectrum after bandpass filtering.
• Mel filterbank. Instead of taking the power spectrum for the NFB = 15 mel filterbank
inputs as required by the classical MFCC computation, the spectral magnitudes are taken.
The mel filterbank is depicted in Figure 3.3 having the center frequencies equidistantly
spaced in the mel frequency domain with ∆mel = 133.66 mel and the filter width of 2 ·∆mel
[Siemens 2000].
• log (·). The 15 filterbank outputs Ui(m), i = 1 · · ·NFB, are subject to a scaled logarithm
c×10 · log10 Ui(m), where c = 0.4 and NFB = 15.
• DCT. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is taken resulting in a reduced number of coef-
ficients to 12 which are known as the MFCC feature vectors z(m) = [ z1(m) · · · z12(m) ]T .
The DCT mainly aims at decorrelating the components of the vector.
• Channel compensation. The convolutive effect is handled by the maximum likelihood
channel compensation (MLCC) technique [Hauenstein and Marschall 1995]. The effect
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Figure 3.3: The 15 triangular-shaped mel filterbank as used in the Siemens front-end (SFE).
can be originated, for example, from the use of different channels (microphones, transmis-
sions, etc.). This is categorized as a form of stationary distortion which gives an offset
to the power spectrum (convolution on speech signal). The feature vectors observed in
a particular dimension is assumed to be uncorrelated with the ones from its neighboring
dimensions. Note that the MLCC is only applied to the MFCC feature vectors and not to
the log-energy feature.






















The terms µi, σ
2
i , and σ
2
oi
are estimated from the training data which are utterances recorded
on many different channels or training sessions. Utterances taken from a particular chan-
nel are assumed to have a similar convolutive effect, hence a feature mean and a feature
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variance is calculated out of this channel. A set of feature means and variances is obtained
based on the number of channels available in the training data. The terms µi and σ
2
i are
simply the mean and variance, respectively, of the feature means. The term σ2oi is estimated
by taking the mean of feature variances.
As m → ∞ the mean channel offset estimate is simply the mean µZi(m) which is exactly the
CMS technique. The CMS is actually a ML estimate under the Gaussian assumption. It is
also a MAP estimate under the Gaussian assumption given a uniform prior. The value of
αi(m) in (3.7) can be prevented to approach zero by setting m = mmax for m ≥ mmax. This
could be advantageous to better adapt to a changing channel. Finally, the offset is simply
subtracted from the original MFCC feature vectors
ẑi(m) = zi(m)−µoi(m) i ∈ [1,12].
• Feature derivatives and supervector. First and second-order feature derivatives are calcu-
lated for both the MFCC feature vectors and log-energy feature by
∆i(m) = vi(m)− vi(m−3), (3.8)






ẑi(m) i ∈ [1,12],
Ê(m) i = 13.
(3.10)
At this stage, frame m of the speech signal has been converted into a single feature vector
xF1(m) = [ v1(m) · · · v13(m) ∆1(m) · · · ∆13(m) ∆∆1(m) · · · ∆∆13(m) ]T , where the log-
energy feature is simply appended to be the 13th component of the feature vector.
After calculating the feature derivatives, two consecutive feature vectors are concatenated
to yield a single supervector
xF(m) = [ xF1(m) xF1(m−1) ]T .
This results in the supervector having 78 components.
• LDA processing. The aim is to preserve the discriminant power between several classes
while reducing the dimensionality of the feature vectors. The LDA is applied on the super-
vector following [Haeb-Umbach and Ney 1992] to produce a d = 24 dimensional feature
vector x(m) = [ x1(m) · · · x24(m) ]T . In general, the LDA aims at reducing the dimen-
sionality of the feature vector to achieve a memory efficient solution and to be compatible
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with the implemented HMM modeling using diagonal covariance matrices having the same
variances [Varga et al. 2002].
3.2.2 Siemens Back-End (SBE)
Like most automatic speech recognition systems, we are using a state of the art speaker indepen-
dent HMM-based phoneme and whole word recognizer [Astrov et al. 2003, Varga et al. 2002,
Bauer 2001]. Moreover, the following specifications are used to deal with the digit task problem
in the Aurora 3 framework:
• Whole word and continuous density HMM modeling.
• Each digit is modeled with eight subwords having 3 segments per subword. The silence
is modeled with a single segment. An additional [nib] model is introduced being a two-
subword model having 3 segments per subword to model the residual noise.
• Each segment is having one state with different numbers of Gaussian mixture densities
assigned to it.
• A total of 271 segments and 1104 Gaussian mixture densities are available; the diagonal
covariance matrix shares a single common variance.
The realization of the whole word digit HMM modeling using a phoneme recognizer is done
by partitioning the digit into several subwords. Each subword is constructed from several seg-
ments. In our case, the subword having three segments representing the initial sound, middle
sound, and final sound of a phoneme. A certain amount of HMM states is assigned to each seg-
ment depending on the task but for the Aurora 3 task it is only one HMM state assigned to each
segment.
3.3 Front-End Module Extensions
Additional root compression and cepstral smoothing methods as presented in this section have
been implemented to boost the recognition performance of the SFE. Both methods only require
a small amount of additional complexity and memory requirements.
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3.3.1 Root-Cepstral Coefficients
It has been indicated in [Alexandre and Lockwood 1993] that the logarithmic deconvolution is
not necessarily the optimal scheme for speech analysis. Several functions exist as an alternative






γ [(·)γ −1] γ 6= 0,
log (·) γ = 0,
(3.11)
which is known as the generalized logarithmic function [Kobayashi and Imai 1984], and a direct
root function [Lim 1979]:
f (·) = (·)γ , (3.12)
where γ is a real number with −1 < γ < 1.
It has been shown that an optimal value of γ has the following advantages over the logarithmic
operation:
• Better estimation of the pole-zero model of the vocal tract impulse response which is rep-
resented by the full cepstral coefficients calculated on compressed spectral coefficients in
the linear frequency domain.
• More robust cepstral representation in the presence of background noise, especially for the
high-order cepstral indices.
• Bigger effect resulting from the first-order pre-emphasis operation.
All of these lead to a more robust representation of acoustic feature vectors in the cepstral do-
main. The improvements were also reported even when a noise reduction technique is used.
Please note that initial development of the root function was in the linear frequency domain.
The use of mel-based root-cepstral coefficients for speech recognition, where the root func-
tion is applied after the mel frequency warping, was initially reported in [Lockwood and Boudy
1992] and showed significant robustness in car noise environments. Later experiments con-
ducted on the Aurora 2 corpus also showed improvements in several noisy conditions [Yapanel
et al. 2001]. Analysis in the cepstrum domain is presented in [Sarikaya and Hansen 2001].
In this thesis, the root function or compression in (3.12) is used to compute the mel-based
root-cepstral coefficients as an alternative to the mel-based log-cepstral coefficients widely known
as the MFCC.
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3.3.2 Cepstral Smoothing
Feature normalization and smoothing techniques are done to further reduce the mismatch be-
tween training and testing conditions. It has been shown in [Chen et al. 2005; 2002] that the
techniques allow improvements for ASR systems especially for small vocabulary tasks. The
mean and variance feature normalization are performed using MLCC and LDA techniques, re-
spectively [Varga et al. 2002]. In this thesis, we additionally apply the smoothing using the








where x̂i(m) and xi(m) denoting the filtered and unfiltered cepstral coefficients for each cepstral
dimension i and L denotes the length of the filter. The smoothing is performed on the cepstral
coefficients after the DCT before the MLCC and LDA, hence we refer to this as the cepstral
smoothing technique. Several different values of L = 1 · · ·6 are investigated in this thesis.
3.4 Performance Evaluation










The symbol N denotes the total number of reference words and the errors D, S, I denote the total
number of words being deleted, substituted, and inserted, respectively. The widely used word
error rate (WER) is defined as 1−ACC. The relative improvement of a certain performance
measurement value p [%] over a reference value q [%] is calculated as
relative [ACC / WRR] =
p−q
100−q ×100%. (3.16)
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3.5 Databases and Tasks
Car noise databases are of particular interest in this thesis. The fact that a database was recorded
in a real car environment and not using an artificially added noise signal is also preferred. This
is necessary since it simulates the real conditions of the target deployment where the speech
production is affected by the surrounding environment (e.g., the Lombard effect).
3.5.1 Aurora 3 German
Table 3.1: Recognition task using the Aurora 3 German database.
Sampling Rate Task Test Sentences/Words Lexicon Entries
8 kHz digits well matched: 897/5009 11
medium mismatch: 241/1366 11
high mismatch: 394/2162 11
Aurora 3 German digits database [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2001a], as a subset of the 16 kHz Ger-
man SpeechDat-Car (SDC) database [Moreno et al. 2000], is primarily used to evaluate the per-
formance of the approaches. Downsampling and other adjustments on the original database were
done by the Aurora working group to create the Aurora 3 version. The database was recorded in
a real car environment and divided into three different training and test cases, i.e., well matched,
medium mismatch, and high mismatch as shown in Table 3.1. The overall weighted performance
is computed with the following weights: 0.4, 0.35, and 0.25 for well matched, medium mismatch,
and high mismatch, respectively.
Sources of mismatch are different microphone types and driving conditions. A close-talking
microphone and hands-free microphone types were used to record the utterances simultaneously.
The driving conditions are high speed good road, low speed rough road, stopped with motor
running, and town traffic. In addition to that, the car was placed in various configurations: cli-
mate control on/off, left front window open/closed, right front window open/closed, rear window
open/closed, sunroof open/closed, windshield wipers on/off.
3.5.2 SpeechDat-Car Spanish
The SpeechDat-Car database collection [Moreno et al. 2000] aims at developing large-scale
speech resources for a wide range of languages and for in-car applications (voice dialing, car
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Table 3.2: Recognition task using the SpeechDat-Car Spanish database.
Sampling Rate Language Task Test Sentences/Words Lexicon Entries
11.025 kHz Spanish commands 858/858 248
city names 508/508 232
accessories control, etc.). The recordings were taken using five different microphones, one be-
ing a close-talk microphone, three being hands-free microphones, and another one being located
at the far-end location of the GSM communications system. The first four microphones were
recording wideband audio signals directly in the car sampled at 16 kHz and the last one was
recording GSM signals transmitted from the car sampled at 8 kHz. The location of the three
hands-free microphones are: one on the ceiling of the car near the A-pillar, one on the ceiling of
the car behind the sunvisor that is in front of the speaker, and one on the ceiling of the car over
the mid-console (near the rear-view mirror).
Car environments are defined with the following conditions: car stopped with motor running,
car in town traffic, car in town traffic with noisy conditions, car moving at a low speed with rough
road conditions, car moving at a low speed with rough road conditions and with noisy conditions,
car moving at a high speed with good road conditions, car moving at a high speed with good road
conditions and with audio equipment on. Only outputs of the hands-free microphones are used
for the testing and they were downsampled to 11.025 kHz. The testing set is described in Table
3.2.
3.5.3 SPEECON Spanish
Table 3.3: Recognition task using the SPEECON Spanish database.
Sampling Rate Language Task Test Sentences/Words Lexicon Entries
11.025 kHz Spanish appl. words 1555/1555 535
city names 1484/1484 5159
appl. words 1507/1507 484
Speech-Driven Interfaces for Consumer Devices (SPEECON) [Siemund et al. 2000, Iskra
et al. 2002], is a project focusing on collecting linguistic data for automatic speech recognizer
training. It is a shared-cost project funded by the European Commission under Human Language
Technologies which is part of the Information Society Technologies programme. The recording
in the car environment was done using three different microphones sampled at 16 kHz. Two
microphones, one simulating the mobile phone position and the other simulating the hands-free
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position (below the chin of the speaker), are identified as close distance microphones. Another
medium distance microphone is installed within the range of 0.5 - 1 m.
Stationary noise such as car engine and instantaneous kind of noise such as the one produced
by the wipers are expected in the recordings. SPEECON differs from its SpeechDat predecessors
in that it contains spontaneous speech recordings and an extensive number of application specific
commands. The original database was then downsampled to 11.025 kHz and two microphone
outputs, i.e., from hands-free and medium distance, are used for testing. The testing set is shown
in Table 3.3.
3.6 System Requirements in Embedded Devices
Implementation of a certain application in embedded devices requires careful treatment since the
application must fulfill the system requirements which are usually limited and heavily depend-
ing on the embedded devices themself. Several aspects need to be considered are the amount of
memory the application uses (the footprint), the amount of processing power in million instruc-
tions per second (MIPS) it needs, and the need of support peripheral, e.g., for data transfer and
controlling.
Instead of using the complex instruction set computing (CISC) processor type usually de-
ployed in the non-embedded computing devices, current processors for embedded devices are
of reduced instruction set computing (RISC) type. These processors are generally based on cer-
tain architectures such as the ARM and the microprocessor without interlocked pipeline stages
(MIPS) architectures. Here we regard a concrete case of an ARM based processor as used in
the mobile phones. The following system requirements for a specific type of mobile phone are
presented as a realistic reference for the embedded devices system requirements:
• Processor: ARM9 which is capable of supporting up to 300 MIPS.
• Memory: 64 - 128 MByte NAND Flash and 64 MByte SDRAM.
System requirements for basic operating mode of the mobile phone already requires around 42
MByte NAND Flash and 14 MByte SDRAM. This includes the program codes, the constants or
static data and the local variables for modem, operating system, device layer, multimedia codecs,
etc. Note that the user data stored in NAND Flash need to be considered as well. The rest of the
memory is available for any additional application.
There is another aspect in the deployment of a speech recognition system, i.e., the process-
ing architecture. The most common architectures are the existing mobile voice telephony which
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is a widely-implemented architecture, and the recently proposed distributed speech recognition
architecture. Both are mainly designed for the use in the mobile wireless world. The main differ-
ence lies in the data being transmitted through the network. The first transmits a parameterized
representation of speech employing a speech codec and the latter transmits the extracted feature
vectors from the front-end. Further discussion about the pursued DSR standards was presented
in Section 3.1.
As mentioned earlier, current speech recognition systems may use different processing archi-
tecture. Regardless of the architecture, usually it is only the front-end complexity and footprint
which are taken into account since the back-end which requires a much higher processing power
and memory is located at a server in the network and not at the mobile terminal. It is also possible
to divide the front-end into two parts to be located at the terminal and the server sides which al-
lows further reduction of the complexity and memory requirements at the terminal. Below is the
minimal system configuration which represents the optimized version of the baseline front-end:
• 22 MIPS processing power.
• 15 KByte in ROM for HMM data per language.
• 40 KByte code size and 20 KByte heap size.
It is obvious that there is still a considerable processing power and memory space available
for an additional processing in the baseline front-end. However, it is always better to keep the
complexity and computational load of the whole front-end as low as possible in case of higher
performance is desired.
Chapter 4
Frequency Domain Noise Reduction
In this chapter an overview of single-channel speech enhancement approaches based on the short-
time spectral amplitude (STSA) estimation is presented. The approaches are restricted to those
which aim at enhancing a speech signal degraded by statistically independent additive noise, also
widely known as noise reduction approaches. This setup constitutes one of the most difficult
situations of speech enhancement, since no reference signal to the noise is assumed available,
and the clean speech cannot be preprocessed prior to being affected by noise.
The choice of short-time spectral amplitude estimation is motivated by the fact that some of
the approaches are relatively simple to implement and they usually outperform more elaborate
approaches. The approach is suitable for embedded devices such as in hands-free telephony
which require low computational load and still maintain an excellent performance. This also
means that the discussion is limited to frequency domain algorithms instead of time domain
ones. Although there exists an equivalence between time and frequency domain algorithms, they
differ from the implementation point of view [Gustafsson 1999].
Speech signal is usually evaluated based on two criteria, i.e., speech quality and speech in-
telligibility. The speech quality is a subjective measure which reflects on the way the signal is
perceived by the listeners. It can be expressed in terms of how pleasant the signal sounds. Speech
intelligibility is an objective measure of the amount of information which can be extracted by lis-
teners from the given signal, whether the signal is clean or noisy. There exist a subjective and an
objective test method to assess both the speech quality and speech intelligibility although more
attention has been given to the speech quality.
The subjective test method for speech quality is usually measured in terms of mean opinion
score (MOS) and conducted following ITU-T Recommendation P.800 [ITU-T P.800 1996] and
P.835 [ITU-T P.835 2003], where the latter is more suitable for speech enhancement purpose.
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The corresponding objective test method is usually performed by means of ITU Recommenda-
tion P.862 [ITU-T P.862 2001] and P.862.2 [ITU-T P.862.2 2007], segmental SNR, log likeli-
hood ratio (LLR), Itakura-Saito distance measure, etc., although they are not necessarily suit-
able for speech enhancement purpose [Hu and Loizou 2008, Grundlehner et al. 2005]. Several
approaches have been proposed to subjectively assess speech intelligibility, such as the articula-
tion index (AI) and speech transmission index (STI). The corresponding objective test method
is usually utilizing the approaches used to assess the speech quality. Recent work reveals that
an automatic speech recognition experiment offers a reliable way to objectively assess speech
intelligibility [Liu et al. 2006].
Speech signal is non-stationary, however, it can be considered as a quasi-stationary signal on
a short-time basis. This usually implies an analysis of speech with an analysis window of 10 - 30
ms length. The short-time spectral analysis/synthesis is performed using the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) [Portnoff 1980]. Based on this short-time analysis framework, the problem of
speech degraded with statistically independent additive noise is formulated as
y(t) = s(t)+n(t), (4.1)
where y(t), s(t), and n(t) denote the time domain short-time noisy speech, clean speech, and
noise signals, respectively. Furthermore, taking the Fourier transform of (4.1) yields
Yk(m) = |Yk(m)| · eθYk (m) = Sk(m)+Nk(m), (4.2)
where the complex variables Yk(m), Sk(m), and Nk(m) denote the short-time Fourier transform
of y(t), s(t), and n(t), respectively and k denotes a particular frequency bin. The magnitude and
phase of Yk(m) is denoted by |Yk(m)| and θYk(m), respectively. It is assumed that an appropriate
window function has been applied to obtain the short-time equation in (4.2).
In the STSA context, a collection of speech samples taken in a short-time analysis is generally
referred to as a f rame. The term frame length denotes the amount of speech samples taken for
the short-time analysis and frame shift denotes the difference between the first sample of the
current frame and the first sample of the previous frame. Both terms are usually expressed in
milliseconds (ms). When the frame shift is half of the frame length for example, then it has 50 %
overlap between consecutive frames. It is common to do the short-time analysis/synthesis in an
overlapping manner. The overlap-add [Stockham, Jr. 1966] method is generally employed.
The objective of speech enhancement approaches based on the short-time spectral amplitude
is to obtain Ŝk(m) as an estimate of Sk(m). This is usually done by finding a weighting rule
Gk(m)
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Figure 4.1: General structure of noise reduction scheme. The noise estimation (NE) block esti-
mates the noise PSD λNk(m). The noise reduction weighting rule (WR) block calculates Gk(m) to
yield the clean speech PSD estimate |Ŝk(m)|. The FFT/IFFT block refers to the STFT operation.
In the problem formulation, the weighting rule Gk(m) is not constrained to a real-valued variable.
However, the final formulation of Gk(m) often results in a non-negative real-valued variable.
Nevertheless, we keep the notation Gk(m) as a complex variable.
Principally, the clean speech short-time spectral magnitude estimate is more important than
the short-time spectral phase estimate for speech intelligibility and quality [Lim and Oppenheim
1979]. It has been shown in [Wang and Lim 1982] through a sequence of experiments, that the
short-time phase is not important for speech reconstruction when combined with an indepen-
dently estimated short-time spectral magnitude. The phase of the noisy speech θYk(m) is often
used in combination with the estimated clean speech short-time spectral magnitude |Ŝk(m)|. It is
also common to assume that there is no statistical dependency between spectral components.
Figure 4.1 shows the general structure of a noise reduction scheme. The noise power spectral
density (PSD) is denoted with λNk(m) and is defined below with other PSDs
λYk(m) , E{|Yk(m)|2}, (4.4)
λSk(m) , E{|Sk(m)|2}, (4.5)
λNk(m) , E{|Nk(m)|2}, (4.6)
where E{·} denotes the ensemble average or the expectation operator. The cross PSD between
the above spectral components is written as λYkSk(m) for example, to denote the cross PSD be-
tween the noisy and clean speech spectral components
λYkSk(m) , E{Y ∗k (m) ·Sk(m)}. (4.7)
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As described above, the problem in noise reduction can be categorized into spectral analy-
sis/synthesis, computation of a weighting rule, and an estimation of noise PSD. Spectral analysis
is focusing on finding the noisy speech PSD estimate which is usually computed with the mod-
ified periodogram method by applying a window function and FFT to the speech frame. Taking
a particular window function, averaging and smoothing the modified periodogram over time or
frequency are often done to reduce the bias and variance of the estimate. The estimation of noise
PSD given the noisy speech PSD is beyond the scope of this thesis but several state-of-the-art
techniques are presented in Section 4.1. The actual focus in this thesis is restricted to the weight-
ing rule computation and the noise terms E{|Nk(m)|r}, r ∈ N occurred in the formulation should
always be calculated based on the estimated noise PSD λ̂Nk(m).
4.1 Noise Estimation Techniques
Noise estimation techniques in speech enhancement are actually aimed at the estimation of the
noise PSD λNk(m). Early noise estimation techniques are based on voice activity detection to
indicate the speech and non-speech part of an utterance and simply doing some averaging and/or
smoothing on the non-speech part to obtain the best estimate of the noise PSD. It is motivated
by the assumption that the background noise is stationary during the non-speech part. A more
sophisticated noise estimator such as minimum statistics [Martin 2001; 1994] which is not using
any VAD information. It just has the drawback that a higher amount of static memory is required.
Both noise estimators are used in this thesis.
4.1.1 Three-State Voice Activity Driven Noise PSD Estimation
An energy-based noise estimation technique as shown in Figure 4.2 is used. The algorithm
employs a widely used smoothing technique based on a VAD-like decision logic. It takes the
smoothed noisy observation |Yk(m)|2 as the input, where
|Yk(m)|2 = (1− εY ) · |Yk(m−1)|2 + εY · |Yk(m)|2, (4.8)
and compares |Yk(m)|2 with an adaptive control parameter Θk(m) to determine whether the noise
estimate needs an update.
We assume that it is not necessary to update the noise PSD estimate if the term |Yk(m)|2 is
greater than 2 ·Θk(m), otherwise a new noise PSD estimate is calculated for the current frame
m. The parameter εup = 0.03125 and 0.125 for 8 and 11.025 kHz sampling frequency, respec-
tively, is chosen to slowly adapt to the environment considering that speech might be present
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if
(








λ̂Nk(m) = (1− εup) · λ̂Nk(m−1)+ εup · |Yk(m)|2 ;
else
λ̂Nk(m) = (1− εdn) · |Yk(m)|2 + εdn · λ̂Nk(m−1) ;
end
end
Figure 4.2: Energy-based noise PSD estimation technique
if |Yk(m)|2 ≥ λ̂Nk(m− 1), while εdn = 0.25 and 0.5 for 8 and 11.025 kHz sampling frequency,
respectively, is chosen to quickly adapt to the environment assuming that at this step the current
frame is noise or silence.
The control parameter Θk(m) is also adapted on a frame basis as depicted in Figure 4.3. If
|Yk(m)|2 is greater than 2 ·Θk(m), the value Θk(m) should always be increased through a multi-
plication with a step-size constant ∆ = 1.03. This ensures that Θk(m) adapts quickly whenever it
is assumed that the current frame is a noise frame and adapts slowly using the step-size parameter










|Yk(m)|2 > 2 ·Θk(m)
)
, Θk(m+1) = Θk(m) ·∆; end
end
Figure 4.3: Control parameter adaptation for noise estimation
4.1.2 Minimum Statistics Noise PSD Estimation
The minimum statistics noise PSD estimation technique was originally proposed in [Martin
1994] and later improved in [Martin 2001]. This technique basically tracks the minimum value
of the smoothed noisy power spectra within a finite window and multiplied by a constant that
compensates the estimate for a possible bias. This technique performs very well in speech en-
hancement and is implemented without any modifications. It is computationally more expensive
than the previous technique.
As stated in [Martin 2001], it is based on the observation that even during speech activity a
short term PSD estimate of the noisy signal frequently decays to values which are representative
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of the noise power level. Basic approach of the minimum statistics is implemented by tracking
the minimum value of smoothed periodogram within a sliding window of approximately 1.5
sec. For a sampling frequency of fs = 8000 Hz the periodogram is obtained from a 50 % frame




2(µ) = 1. It is then recursively smoothed over time using
|Yk(m)|2 = εY · |Yk(m−1)|2 +(1− εY ) · |Yk(m)|2, (4.9)
where εY denotes a smoothing coefficient. The constant εY is obtained by equating the variance
of smoothed periodogram |Yk(m)|2 to the variance of a moving average estimator within a win-
dow span of 0.2 sec assuming statistically independent periodograms. This yields a smoothing
constant εY ≈ 0.85.
This basic approach has been observed to provide a rough estimate of noise PSD which has
the following drawbacks:
• Having a constant εY close to 1 increases the spectral bias resulting in the widening of
spectral peaks during speech activity. This leads to inaccurate noise estimates.
• Choosing a small value of εY results in a larger variance of noise estimates.
• The noise estimates were shown to be biased towards lower values.
• In the case of increasing noise power, the tracking lags behind.
These problems are addressed with the introduction of an optimal time varying smoothing, error
monitoring, and a bias correction factor. The problem of delay and computational complexity
inherent in this method is particularly handled through the implementation of minimum search
which is not discussed in detail in this section.
The optimal smoothing procedure considers the following first order smoothing equation
|Yk(m)|2 = εYk(m) · |Yk(m−1)|2 +(1− εYk(m)) · |Yk(m)|2, (4.10)
where εYk(m) denotes a time and frequency dependent smoothing parameter. The optimal value
of εYk(m) is obtained by solving
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In a practical implementation its maximum value is limited to εmax = 0.96 and λNk(m) is replaced
by λ̂Nk(m− 1). To guarantee a reliable operation under all circumstances, an error monitoring
procedure is formulated where the optimal smoothing factor is multiplied by a time varying
constant factor εc(m) and an SNR-dependent value εmin is set as the lower limit.
4.2 State-of-the-Art STSA Estimators
4.2.1 Spectral Subtraction
The idea of spectral subtraction is formulated as an approach of estimating the clean speech
magnitude spectrum by subtracting the knowledge contained in the noise spectrum from that
contained in the noisy speech spectrum. The knowledge was initially gained from the magnitude
spectrum but later developments have utilized a generalization by taking an exponent r to the
magnitude spectrum. This idea has also been applied to other weighting rules such as Wiener
filtering.
The magnitude spectral subtraction (MSS) [Boll 1979] is the simplest form of the spectral
subtraction family. The weighting rule is formulated based on (4.2) where the magnitude esti-
mator |Ŝk(m)| is approximated by
|Ŝk(m)| = |Yk(m)|−E{|Nk(m)|}. (4.12)
Please note that the noise magnitude spectrum |Nk(m)| is replaced with its expected value. The





The next variant is referred to as power spectral subtraction (PSS) [Lim and Oppenheim
1979] or correlation subtraction method [Lim 1978]. The noisy PSD estimate is given as
|Yk(m)|2 = |Sk(m)|2 + |Nk(m)|2 +Sk(m) ·N∗k (m)+S∗k(m) ·Nk(m), (4.14)
with [·]∗ denoting the complex conjugate operator. This can also be written in terms of a true
noisy speech PSD estimate as
|Yk(m)|2 = λSk(m)+λNk(m)+λNkSk(m)+λSkNk(m). (4.15)
Assuming n(n) is zero mean and uncorrelated with s(n), where n(n) and s(n) denote the discrete
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samples of time domain short-time continuous noise and clean speech signal of n(t) and s(t),








A major problem in the implementation of spectral subtraction methods is the appearance of
a new kind of noise which is called musical noise [Berouti et al. 1979]. This type of noise is
characterized by randomly spaced narrow spectral peaks. It sounds like the sum of tone genera-
tors with random fundamental frequencies which are turned on and off at a rate of about 20 ms
[Boll 1979]. It usually occurs in the absence of speech activity as a result of having a lower noise
estimate.
Several improvements have been proposed to enhance the original spectral subtraction method.
They are formulated in the generalized spectral subtraction (GSS) weighting rule [Lim and Op-













Dk(m) = |Yk(m)|r −α ·E{|Nk(m)|r},
where r is a constant factor which is adding a degree of freedom to the weighting rule and α is an
overestimation factor [Berouti et al. 1979]. Spectral flooring is introduced to prevent the resulting






Dk(m) if Dk(m) ≥ β ·E{|Nk(m)|r},
β ·E{|Nk(m)|r} otherwise,
(4.18)
where β denotes the spectral floor parameter [Berouti et al. 1979]. The flooring could also be
applied as a minimum gain/attenuation Gmin
Gk(m) = max {Gk(m), Gmin}. (4.19)
The floor value is usually determined by subjective criteria to yield noise naturalness during
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periods with speech being absent [Yang 1993].
Another approach to enhance the spectral subtraction is to make the overestimation factor
α dependent on some segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) definition. Linear dependency was
proposed in [Berouti et al. 1979]




where αk(m) is the SNR-dependent overestimation factor, α0 is the desired overestimation value
for SNRk(m) = 0 dB, SNRk(m) is the segmental SNR, and 1/s is the slope of the line with s > 0.
The nonlinear spectral subtractor (NSS) [Lockwood and Boudy 1992] is using a more elabo-
rate variant of an SNR-dependent overestimation factor. It is formulated based on the magnitude








where the smoothed noisy speech and noise magnitude estimates are defined as
|Yk(m)| = εY · |Yk(m−1)|+(1− εY ) · |Yk(m)|, (4.22)
|Nk(m)| = εN · |Nk(m−1)|+(1− εN) · |Nk(m)|, (4.23)
with 0.1 ≤ εY ≤ 0.5 and 0.5 ≤ εN ≤ 0.9. The frequency- and time-dependent overestimation
factor is calculated with
αk(m) = max
m−40≤`≤m
{ |Nk(`)| }, (4.24)
















1+ c · vk(m)
, (4.26)
where c denotes a scaling factor depending on the variation range of vk(m). This nonlinear
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≤ 3 · |Nk(m)|. (4.27)
The idea of using this function is to apply a minimum subtraction factor in high SNR regions and
subtract more noise in low SNR regions, until a spectral floor is reached.
Please note that the nonlinear spectral subtraction formulation differs from the generalized
spectral subtraction in a way that the short-term magnitude estimate of noisy speech |Yk(m)| is
replaced with a smoothed estimate |Yk(m)|, as depicted in (4.22), and the noise term is modeled
with the nonlinear function Φ(vk(m),αk(m)).
A variant of the generalized spectral subtraction method was proposed in [Sim et al. 1998].
It is based on the parametric formulation of the generalized spectral subtraction (PGSS), where
the weighting rule is defined as
GPGSSk (m) =
(




where ak,r(m) and bk,r(m) are the parameters in the parametric formulation.
Both parameters are obtained by minimizing the mean-square error (MSE) of the following
real-valued error function with respect to ak,r(m) and bk,r(m):
ek,r(m) = |Sk(m)|r −|Ŝk(m)|r, (4.29)
with
|Sk(m)|r = |Yk(m)|r −|Nk(m)|r, (4.30)
|Ŝk(m)|r = [ GPGSSk (m) · |Yk(m)| ]r. (4.31)
Each individual clean speech and noise spectral component is assumed to be a statistically inde-
pendent zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with time-varying variance. The uncon-











where the a priori SNR ξk(m) is defined and estimated in [Ephraim and Malah 1984] without
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Its estimate is following the decision-directed approach




















with Γ(·) denoting the gamma function. The values of βr for r = 1, 2, and 3 are 0.2146, 0.5,
and 0.7055, respectively. This is called the constrained parametric generalized spectral subtrac-
tion where applying the constraint was found to give a good noise suppression performance. A





|Ŝk(m)| if |Ŝk(m)| ≥ β · |Yk(m)|,
0.5 ·
[




where β denotes the spectral floor parameter, with a value, e.g., β = 0.05 · · ·0.2.
The term ξ rk (m) in both parametric formulations is approximated by taking ξ̂k(m) in (4.35)
to the power of r. The noise term E{|Nk(m)|r} is approximated during nonspeech intervals as
E{|Nk(m)|r} ≈ (1− εN) · |Nk(m)|r + εN · |Nk(m−1)|r, (4.40)
where εN = 0.90 denotes the smoothing constant.
The decision-directed approach to estimate the a priori SNR has been reported to be the
major factor which drastically reduces the musical noise in combination with the Ephraim and
Malah noise reduction method [Cappé 1994]. A similar method has been applied to enhance the
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Please note that the a priori SNR estimate used in (4.41) is similar to (4.35) with the term
λNk(m−1) is replaced by the current frame λNk(m).
4.2.2 Wiener Filtering
Wiener filtering is derived from the optimal filter theory where the filter GWk (m) is obtained by
minimizing the mean-square error between the clean speech and estimated signal waveforms.
The filter is called the noncausal Wiener filter [Papoulis 1991, Lim and Oppenheim 1979, van
Trees 1968] and can be applied in the time and frequency domain. In the STSA context, the





which is calculated on the short-time basis where the stationary condition is assumed and there-
fore indicates the use of a weighting rule.
The estimate of λSk(m) may be obtained by first estimating λYk(m) through locally averaging





Other spectral subtraction methods are also applicable which directly use the raw noisy speech
periodogram |Yk(m)|2. There also exist other ways to estimate λSk(m) as described in this section.
A generalization of Wiener filtering is given for some constants α and r which is called the











k (m) ·Yk(m). (4.45)
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The implicit Wiener filtering is formulated based on the parametric Wiener filtering which
leads to the formulation of spectral subtraction and maximum likelihood amplitude estimator
[McAulay and Malpass 1980]. The implicit relationship is obtained using the following approx-
imation:














and with r = 1 and α = 1/4, the maximum likelihood amplitude estimator is obtained [McAulay
and Malpass 1980]





An iterative procedure to estimate the term λSk(m) in (4.42) leads to the formulation of the it-























An alternative approach is to previously estimate λ
(i)
Sk
(m) in (4.50) with the speech model param-













where ai`(m) are the short-time all-pole model parameters of length L of the speech waveform
and [gi(m)]2 corresponds to the gain in the excitation at iteration i. This procedure is based on
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of the all-pole speech model parameters in additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The estimate of ai`(m) is obtained using the correlation method
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with σ2N(m) denoting the noise energy and nm denotes the discrete time index for speech samples
at frame m. Improvements in this area leads to the formulation of the constrained iterative Wiener
filtering [Hansen and Clements 1991].
For the specific use in speech recognition where clean templates or HMMs are available, the
hypothesized Wiener filtering [Berstein and Shallom 1991] is formulated. This method simply
use the Wiener filtering in (4.42) with the clean speech PSD obtained from the clean templates
or HMM.
Using the decision-directed approach in the Wiener filtering yields the a priori SNR based
weighting rule G
Wprio







where the a priori SNR estimate ξ̂k(m) is calculated following (4.35). This weighting rule is
showing good results and is easy to implement. It is therefore used as a reference. In our
implementation, the a priori SNR estimate in (4.54) has a minimum value of 0.01 and λNk(m−1)
in (4.35) is being replaced by λNk(m). Choosing ε = 0 in (4.35), approximately the well known
a posteriori SNR based Wiener filtering follows.
4.2.3 Gaussian Model and Ephraim-Malah Estimator
In this section we show that some of the approaches presented earlier can be derived under a
reasonable statistical model assumption. The widely used assumptions can be briefly stated as
follows:
• The consecutive spectral components of the noisy speech or the observations are assumed
as statistically independent.
• The spectral components of the clean speech signal and of the noise process at any given
frame are assumed statistically independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables. The
real and imaginary parts of each spectral component are also assumed to be statistically
independent identically distributed random variables.
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• The variance of each spectral component is time-varying due to speech and possibly noise
non-stationarity.
As we will see later in this section, the Gaussian assumption has actually been used to design
some of the noise reduction techniques mentioned previously.
The above assumptions are challenged with the following facts and/or ideas:
• The use of overlapping analysis frames makes the consecutive observations statistically
dependent.
• The clean speech and noise spectral components may be better modeled with Gamma
[Martin 2002] or Laplace distributions [Martin and Breithaupt 2003].
• The statistical independency between spectral components is justified when the analysis
frame length approaches infinity, since the normalized correlation between the coefficients
approaches zero in this condition. A short-time spectral analysis will consequently intro-
duce correlation to the coefficients. The use of windowing such as Hanning or Hamming
reduces the correlation between widely separated spectral components at the expense of
increasing the correlation between adjacent spectral components.
Nevertheless, the Gaussian assumption will be used in the following.
The power spectral subtraction method is derived based on the maximum likelihood variance
estimator of the assumed Gaussian statistical model based on L observations and the variances
are assumed to be slowly varying. The latter implies that the spectral component variances are
considered constant during the L observations. The likelihood function of the joint conditional
probability density function (PDF) of the observations Y Lk = { Yk(m), Yk(m− 1), · · · , Yk(m−
L+1) } given the clean speech and noise variances, λSk and λNk , respectively, is given as
p ( Y Lk | λSk ,λNk ) =
L











which is a joint Gaussian distribution with the variance of each observation denoted by λYk =
λSk +λNk . The clean speech variance estimator λ̂Sk is easily obtained by maximizing the natural








`=0 |Yk(m− `)|2 −λNk if nonnegative,
0 otherwise,
(4.56)
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where λNk is the noise variance estimated given L observations. The derivation given in [McAulay
and Malpass 1980] was simply assuming L = 1.
The Wiener filtering is obtained by directly minimizing the mean square-error or by mini-
mizing the conditional mean E{SMk | Y Mk } under the Gaussian assumption. In further develop-
ment under the same statistical model assumption, it is of interest to estimate directly the clean
speech spectral amplitude since from a perceptual point of view the phase is of low importance in
short-term spectral analysis context. This leads to the development of the maximum likelihood
clean speech spectral amplitude estimator [McAulay and Malpass 1980] under the assumption of
Gaussian noise and a deterministic clean speech waveform of unknown magnitude Ak and phase
θSk
Sk = Ak exp ( jθSk). (4.57)
For simplicity we drop the frame index m and replace the magnitude notation |Sk| with Ak.
The likelihood function is formulated as
















2π if θSk ∈ [−π,π),
0 otherwise.
(4.59)
Taking the expected value of the likelihood function with respect to the phase and maximizing






















The frame index m is directly appended to the weighting rule.
The extension of the clean speech spectral amplitude estimator when using the Gaussian
assumption for the clean speech spectral components instead of a deterministic waveform is de-
rived in [Ephraim and Malah 1984; 1983]. In a particular bin k, the observed spectral component
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Yk = Rk exp ( jϑk) is equal to the sum of the clean speech spectral component Sk = Ak exp ( jθk)
and the noise Nk. The minimum mean square-error (MMSE) estimator Âk is calculated as



























if ak ∈ [0,∞),
0 otherwise,
(4.63)





























·Γ(1.5) ·M(−0.5,1,−vk) ·Rk, (4.66)
where Γ(·) denotes the gamma function M(a,b,z) is the confluent hypergeometric function and





Combining the spectral amplitude estimator with the optimal phase estimator, which is the ob-
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where I0(·) and I1(·) denote the modified Bessel functions of zero and first order, respectively,



























Note that the weighting rule requires the computation of exponential and Bessel functions. Alter-
native solutions to efficiently compute the weighting rule are given in [Wolfe and Godsill 2001].
Improvement in this algorithm has been derived in [Ephraim and Malah 1985] where the
estimator Âk is calculated to minimize the distortion measure
E{(log Ak − log Âk)2}, (4.71)
















In the newly derived weighting rule, the computation of the integral is done numerically. The
decision-directed approach for the a priori SNR estimate of both weighting rules is shown to
be the dominant factor. Modifications of the estimator have been proposed in [Cohen 2004a;b,
Fingscheidt et al. 2005a] which utilize relaxed statistical model assumptions for the speech spec-
tral variance. For speech recognition as shown in [Gemello et al. 2004], an SNR-dependent
overestimation factor and spectral flooring in the decision-directed estimator are proposed.
4.2.4 Least-Squares Amplitude Estimator
The method of least-squares is a deterministic approach where statistical assumptions are not
used to derive the estimator. However, statistical assumptions are usually introduced after ob-
taining the estimator. Applying this method in the STSA context yields the formulation of the
least-squares amplitude estimator [Beaugeant and Scalart 2001]. This offers an alternative to the
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where w(`) denotes a weighting series. An exponential forgetting factor is used as the weighting
series
w(`) = ρm−` 0 ≤ ` ≤ m, (4.74)
for 0 < ρ < 1 which converges for m → ∞ to 1
1−ρ . Assuming that the weighted average of scalar






w(`)N∗k (`)Sk(`) ≈ 0, (4.75)
which is justified based on the statistical independency assumption that the weighted average
is an estimate of the expectation operator E{S∗k(`)Nk(`)} = E{N∗k (`)Sk(`)} ≈ 0, and taking the











Noise overestimation factor α is assigned to the noise summation term.








ρm−`−1U · |Uk(`)|2 + |Uk(m)|2
= ρU ·EUk(m−1)+ |Uk(m)|2, (4.77)





Recursive averaging as shown in (4.77) is actually neglecting the normalization factor (1−ρ) if
compared to the widely used smoothing equation. It can be shown that by taking the normaliza-
tion factor into consideration, we get the following recursive calculation:









ρm−`−1U · |Uk(`)|2 + |Uk(m)|2
]
= ρU ·EUk(m−1)+(1−ρU) · |Uk(m)|2, (4.79)
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which is the widely used smoothing method with a smoothing factor ρ .
Following [Beaugeant et al. 2002], the recursive least-squares weighting rule in the STSA







with the following PSD estimates:
EYk(m) = ρY ·EYk(m−1)+ |Yk(m)|2, (4.81)
ENk(m) = ρN ·ENk(m−1)+λNk(m), (4.82)
This weighting rule is formulated by simply replacing the clean speech energy term in (4.76)
with the noisy speech one |Sk(`)|2 = |Yk(`)|2 and assigning two different weighting constants ρY
and ρN for noisy speech and noise PSDs, respectively. The term recursive was derived due to
the recursive calculation of the energy summation using the exponential forgetting factor. The
performance of the weighting rule has been previously reported in [Andrassy et al. 2001, Aalburg
et al. 2002].
4.2.5 Two-Stage Mel-Warped Wiener Filter
Initially conducted speech recognition experiments indicate that the noise reduction scheme in
the AFE, i.e., two-stage mel-warped Wiener filter, provides the biggest improvement among
other techniques. The scheme can be described as follows:
• Hanning windowing.
• Obtain the power spectrum after applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT).
• Smooth the power spectrum by averaging two adjacent frequency bins. This reduces the
amount of frequency bins to NFFT /4+1. The smoothed power spectrum at frequency bin
k and frame m is denoted as |Yk(m)|2, for k = 0 · · ·NFFT /4.
• Calculate the Wiener filter coefficient Gk,2(m). For each stage, the Wiener filter coefficient
is computed in two steps. This is mainly done to enhance the a priori SNR estimate as
described in the following:
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The square root of the a priori SNR
√
ξk,1(m) is estimated using the idea of decision-
directed approach with ε = 0.98
√




























which is also used to compute |Ŝk,2(m)| in (4.85)
Ŝk,2(m)| = Gk,2(m) · |Yk(m)|. (4.88)
It is necessary to note that |Ŝk,2(m−1)| is initialized to zero.
• Smooth and transform the coefficients Gk,2(m) to the mel frequency scale using triangular-
shaped frequency windows. Figure 4.4 shows the 25 triangular-shaped frequency windows
applied to NFFT /4+1 frequency bins for NFFT = 256.
• In the second stage, adjust the aggressiveness of the noise reduction by applying a sin-
gle constant factor to the coefficients. The constant factor is calculated based on the
speech/noise frame knowledge.
• Transform the coefficients to the time domain using the mel-warped inverse discrete cosine
transform (IDCT) to obtain its impulse response.
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Figure 4.4: Triangular-shaped mel filterbank as used in the ETSI advanced front-end (AFE).
• Truncate the impulse response, Hanning windowing, and filter the input signal. At the end
of the first stage, the filtered input signal is used as the input signal for the second stage.
• At the end of the second stage, perform a notch filtering to remove the DC offset.
It is obvious that there exist redundancies in this two-stage mel-warped Wiener filter algo-
rithm. These redundancies result in a higher computational load. The main factor is the filtering
process itself, where the filter coefficient is computed in the frequency domain and applied in the
time domain using convolution method. This has to be done twice which corresponds to two-
stage filtering. This has been observed and an improved version of the algorithm is proposed in
[Li et al. 2004] and called the two-stage mel-warped filterbank Wiener filtering.
4.3 Least-Squares Based Weighting Rules
There are two ways of interpreting the least-squares weighting rule. The least-squares weighting
rule formulation in (4.76) may be related to the Wiener filtering formulation in (4.42) given the
PSD estimates as
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and







In this context, the choice of a weighting series w(`) is usually directed towards achieving an
unbiased and consistent estimate of the PSD. This problem is well defined in the spectral analysis
context dealing with the modified periodogram.
Another way of interpreting the weighting rule is shown by taking more suitable PSD es-










In this context, the weighting series simply assigns a degree of importance to the data since a
higher weight implies higher importance or contribution. The choice of a weighting series is
focused on the error function formulation of the least-squares method.
4.3.1 Batch Least-Squares Formulation in the Frequency Domain
Let’s now formulate a weighting rule derived using the weighted least-squares error criterion in




w(`) · |ek(`)|2, (4.89)
where w` gives a weight for the error at a particular frame `, defined as
Ek(`) = Sk(`)− Ŝk(`). (4.90)
m denotes the most recent frame where a noisy speech signal Yk(m), is known. At time instant
m, a set of clean speech estimates Ŝk(`), for µ ≤ ` ≤ m, are obtained with
Ŝk(`) = Gk(m) ·Yk(`), (4.91)
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where Gk(m) denotes the weighting rule calculated based on all available noisy observation
frames starting from frame µ until current frame m.
Using matrix notations, the cost function JLS in (4.89) is defined as
JLS = E
H
m Wm Em, (4.92)
where




k (µ +1) · · · E∗k (m) ] H , (4.93)
and Wm is a real-valued diagonal matrix of size (m−µ +1)−by− (m−µ +1) with elements




w(µ + i−1) if i = j,
0 if i 6= j,
for 1≤ i, j ≤m−µ +1. The notations (·)∗ and (·)H denote the conjugate and conjugate transpose,
respectively. Using (4.90), (4.91) and (4.93), the error Em can be written as
Em = Sm − Ŝm = Sm −Gk(m) ·Ym, (4.94)
where




k(µ +1) · · · S∗k(m) ] H , (4.95)




k(µ +1) · · · Ŝ∗k(m) ] H , (4.96)




k (µ +1) · · · Y ∗k (m) ] H . (4.97)
Using (4.94), we can write (4.92) as
JLS = [Sm −Gk(m) ·Ym]H Wm [Sm −Gk(m) ·Ym]
= SHmWmSm −G∗k(m) YHmWmSm −
− SHmWmYm Gk(m)+G∗k(m) YHmWmYm Gk(m). (4.98)
Minimizing (4.98) with respect to G∗k(m) yields [Haykin 2002]
−YHmWmSm +YHmWmYm Gk(m) = 0. (4.99)
Solving for Gk(m), we obtain the optimal estimate
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Consequently, at current frame m the clean speech estimate Ŝk(m) is obtained using Gk(m), which
is based on m− µ + 1 noisy observations. With a new noisy observation Yk(m + 1), Gk(m +
1) is recomputed using old and new noisy observations and Ŝk(m + 1) is estimated. The past
estimate Gk(m) is discarded. The method is therefore called the batch least-squares method and
is identical to the formulation in (4.73) by fixing the frame µ to the first processed frame. As
stated previously, the use of the recursive term on this formulation is only possible through the
use of a weighting series such as the exponential forgetting factor.
An alternative formulation of this batch least-squares method is proposed by taking into
consideration the additive noise assumption and applying it to the term YHmWmSm in (4.100)
where









= YHmWmYm −SHmWmNm −NHmWmNm. (4.102)
Using the same approximation for the term SHmWmNm as in (4.75) we get
Gk(m) = [ Y
H
mWmYm ]
−1 [ YHmWmYm −NHmWmNm
]
. (4.103)
Based on the formulation and by taking the noise overestimation factor α and the energy es-
timates EYk(m) and ENk(m) as in (4.81) and (4.82), respectively, the spectral subtraction based







Once again, the term recursive is used to indicate the role of the forgetting factor weighting
series. This formulation does not require an additional complexity and memory requirements.
Another weighting rule is also proposed in this batch least-squares formulation by taking the
state-of-the-art recursive least-squares of [Beaugeant et al. 2002] as in (4.80) and performing
another recursive estimation by simply replacing EYk(m−1) in (4.81) with
EŜk
(m−1) = ρS ·EŜk(m−2)+ |Ŝk(m−1)|
2, (4.105)
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ρY ·ρS ·EŜk(m−2)+ρY · |Ŝk(m−1)|
2 + |Yk(m)|2
ρY ·ρS ·EŜk(m−2)+ρY · |Ŝk(m−1)|2 + |Yk(m)|2 +α ·ENk(m)
. (4.106)
This is motivated by our aim to combine the weighting rule formulation of (4.76) with (4.80).
Note that the past estimate of the clean speech energy term is taken into consideration which
is a key feature of this weighting rule. The proposed formulation only adds a small amount of
additional complexity and memory requirements.
4.3.2 Recursive Gain Least-Squares
In this section, a general recursive solution of the batch least-squares is presented. The weighting
at current frame m, is defined by utilizing the exponential forgetting factor weighting series
w(`) = ρm−` 0 ≤ ` ≤ m, (4.107)
for 0 < ρ < 1 and µ was set to 0. The batch least-squares is defined in (4.100) as




Defining the inverse term as Qm and exploiting the diagonal nature of Wm, we can write

























ρ Q−1m−1 + |Yk(m)|2
]−1
. (4.110)
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Using the matrix inversion lemma [Haykin 2002]
[ B−1 +CD−1CH ]−1 = B−BC [ D+CHBC ]−1CHB, (4.111)
and making the following substitutions:
B = ρ−1 Qm−1,
C = Y ∗k (m),
D = 1, (4.112)
we obtain the recursive form of Qm
Qm = ρ
−1 Qm−1 −
ρ−1 Qm−1 Y ∗k (m)
1+ρ−1 Qm−1 |Yk(m)|2
ρ−1 Yk(m) Qm−1
= ρ−1 [ 1−Kk,m Yk(m) ] Qm−1, (4.113)
where the gain vector Kk,m is defined as
Kk,m =
ρ−1 Qm−1 Y ∗k (m)
1+ρ−1 Qm−1 |Yk(m)|2
. (4.114)
Following similar formulation as in (4.110), we can write the non-inverse term in (4.108) as




k (m) Sk(m). (4.115)
Finally, using (4.108), (4.110), and (4.115), we obtain the recursive equation for Gk(m)
Gk(m) = ρ
−1 [ 1−Kk,m Yk(m) ] Qm−1 · [ ρ YHm−1Wm−1Sm−1 +Y ∗k (m) Sk(m) ]




where the second factor of (4.116), denoted by Gk(m)
(2), can be written as
Gk(m)
(2) = ρ−1 Qm−1 Y ∗k (m) Sk(m)−ρ−1 Kk,m Yk(m) Qm−1 Y ∗k (m) Sk(m)
= Kk,m Sk(m). (4.117)
Thus, the so-called recursive gain least-squares (RGLS) is formulated as
GRGLSk (m) = G
RGLS
k (m−1)+Kk,m rk,m, (4.118)
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where the residual rk,m is defined as
rk,m = Sk(m)−Yk(m) Gk(m−1)
=
√
|Yk(m)|2 −|Nk(m)|2 −Y ∗k (m)Nk(m)−N∗k (m)Yk(m) · e
jθSk (m)−
− Yk(m) Gk(m−1). (4.119)
The above residual formulation requires the knowledge of clean speech and noise phases which
is not available. A modification is therefore proposed and the final weighting rule is implemented
with the following residual formulation [Setiawan et al. 2005a]:
rk,m =
√
EYk(m)−α ·ENk(m) · e jθYk (m)−Yk(m) Gk(m−1), (4.120)
where the energy estimates EYk(m) and ENk(m) are calculated as in (4.81) and (4.82), respectively.
The proposed formulation only adds a small amount of additional complexity and memory re-
quirements.
4.4 Parameter Optimization: A Multidimensional Optimiza-
tion Task
All the weighting rules presented previously have several parameters which are subject to an
optimization task for a particular application. For speech enhancement applications for example,
a proper subjective listening test is sufficient in order to determine a suitable set of parameters.
This is usually not the case when applied to speech recognition applications due to the practices
such as employing a different length of analysis window and overlap in the spectral analysis and
the fact that a recognizer does not have the same properties as a human ear.
The parameters used in the weighting rules are generally listed as the overestimation factor,
floor, and some specific PSD estimation coefficients. Based on our investigation, applying a
different overestimation factor for a particular segmental SNR level is boosting the recognition
performance of a small vocabulary task. Setting a floor to a weighting rule can be done explicitly
as
G = max {G, Gmin},
where Gmin indicates the floor. Other approaches are directly setting the floor to the segmental
SNR term used in the weighting rule. The specific PSD estimation coefficients vary from one
weighting rule to another. An a priori SNR based Wiener filtering requires only one coefficient,
i.e., the smoothing coefficient for its decision directed approach while the least-squares weighting
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rules use two different smoothing coefficients for the speech and noise PSDs.
The problem of finding an optimal parameter set for a specific recognition task is therefore
formulated as a non-linear multidimensional optimization task. Assuming that fθ (·) is a recog-
nition function with a parameter set θ , the goal is to find an optimum parameter set θ̂ which
minimizes the recognition function. Depending on a given recognition task, this could be a time-
consuming process and there is no guarantee that an optimum parameter set for a particular task
is an optimum set for another task. In other words, a different recognition task can be viewed as
having a different recognition function with a different global optimum.
Since this multidimensional optimization task can not be solved analytically, a numerical
method is commonly used to solve the problem, e.g., in [Press et al. 1992]. Following the meth-
ods implemented in [Freeman et al. 2001, Grumm 1999], we can generally categorize the op-
timization task into single-shot and scatter-shot methods. The single-shot method investigates
the behavior of the function around a given starting point and performs a movement based on
a guess of the best direction to move. This method is relatively quick but depends heavily on
the given starting point since it assumes that the global optimum is located near the given point.
Some well-known single-shot algorithms are the Levenberg-Marquardt, Nelder-Mead simplex,
and Powell. The scatter-shot method attempts to search the entire parameter space for a better
optimum than the given initial point. This method requires many function evaluations which
makes it a slow process. Some of the algorithms within this scope are the grid, Monte Carlo,
and simulated annealing. It is also recommended to perform the optimization by starting it with
a scatter-shot method and refining the search with a single-shot method. The algorithms catego-
rized in the single-shot method are also known in the context of direct search [Kolda et al. 2003,
Lewis et al. 2000].
For our particular purpose to minimize the recognition function, we are basically using the
Monte Carlo algorithm to search for a possible optimum within the range of the parameter space
and then refining the search based on one of the classical direct search algorithms, i.e., the com-
pass search. In the Monte Carlo algorithm, all parameters are randomly varied to find other
possible local optimums. It is often the case that the initial point is chosen based on the param-
eters yielding the best informal subjective listening test. Finally, three best local optimums are
selected and the compass search is performed on the three local optimums. The compass search
is implemented as follows:
1. Based on a given starting point, it randomly generates a set of directions to move, one
parameter at a time. Note that a single parameter can only move in one-dimensional plane.
2. After evaluating the function on this set, the directions are ordered so that the point will
move towards the most promising direction first. This set of directions serves as the initial
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reference set of directions during the search.
3. If indeed an optimum is observed in a particular direction, the point is immediately moved
and the reference set is updated where the current direction is considered as the most
promising one.
4. If an optimum is not observed, the algorithm evaluates the function using an extended set
of directions where it simply contains the opposite directions of the original one and is
reversely ordered.
5. If an optimum is observed using the extended set, the algorithm simply repeats steps 3 and
4, otherwise it terminates the search.
6. If there are more than one point yielding equal optimum after terminating the search, a new
search is initiated on each of those points following step 3-5 using the initial reference set
of directions.
Compared to the classical compass search, our algorithm generates a reference set of direc-
tions which is reducing the amount of function evaluations and is accelerating the movement by
first evaluating the most promising direction. In addition to that, the algorithm is using a fixed
step size for the parameter grid by taking into account the function sensitivity with respect to a
particular parameter. The optimized weighting rule parameters obtained from this optimization
task are the ones used in the experiments presented in this thesis.
Chapter 5
The Concept of Entropy for Feature Vector
Analysis
To evaluate the effectiveness of the front-end algorithms automatic speech recognition experi-
ments are performed. Feature vectors leading to higher recognition rate under given test condi-
tions are preferred. As stated previously in Chapter 2, the recognition rate depends not only on
the properties of the feature vectors xM but also on the acoustic and language models, pΛ(x
M|W )
and PΘ(W ), respectively.
The goal in this chapter is to derive a method to investigate the quality of the feature vectors
without using the HMM modeling of the recognizer to avoid the influence of the models in the
analysis of the feature vectors. An approach into this direction is the concept of entropy which
describes the information contained in the feature vectors with respect to the speech units to
be recognized. As speech units we use states as used in the HMM approach and regard the
information contained in the feature vectors to recognize states.
In the following we only regard the isolated word recognition tasks, where an isolated word W
is to be recognized. An extension to the continuous speech recognition leads not to more insight
to our problem, as we regard only the information contained in the feature vectors with respect
to the states. We assume that we have initially segmented the speech signal into a sequence of
correctly recognized states by means of forced Viterbi training using HMM.
One way to assess the quality of feature vectors is by measuring the state error rate using the
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This approach is motivated by the assumption that a high recognition rate on the state level leads
to a high recognition rate on the word level. Feature vectors leading to a higher recognition rate
for the states contain more information. However, experiments have shown that minimizing the
error rate on the state level does not always correspond to minimizing the error on the word or
sentence level.
Instead of using the state error rate concept given by (5.1), we will apply the concept of en-
tropy in order to assess the quality of the feature vectors for recognition. In this approach the
recognition is modeled as a coding problem. A source sends a chain of symbols ψM (the input
alphabet) which is transmitted through a channel. The channel emits the feature vectors xM (the
output alphabet). The concept of entropy gives an answer to the question of how much infor-
mation is contained in the sequence of feature vectors xM in order to reconstruct the transmitted
chain ψM.
To proceed with this concept we need to define some entropy terms related to the feature





P(Q j) ld P(Q j), (5.2)
is needed, where H(Q) denotes the entropy of the state and ld denotes the logarithm to the base




P(Q j|X) ld P(Q j|X), (5.3)
describes the information missing to reconstruct the state from the feature vector. It can also be
written as
H(Q|X) = H(X,Q)−H(X)
= H(Q)− [H(X)−H(X|Q)], (5.4)
If H(Q|X) equals 0, we have an error free recognition channel. It is shown in (5.4) that H(X)−
H(X|Q) represents the amount of information contained in the feature vectors to recognize the
states. The quantity is called the mutual information
I(X;Q) = H(X)−H(X|Q) ≥ 0. (5.5)
We have I(X;Q) = 0 if X contains no information about Q and I(X;Q) = H(Q) if X contains all
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information about Q. Due to the relation
H(Q|X) = H(Q)− I(X;Q) ≥ 0,
H(Q) ≥ I(X;Q) ≥ 0, (5.6)
we can state that minimizing the uncertainty H(Q|X) to reconstruct the sequence of states is
equivalent to maximizing the mutual information.
Let us also define the minimal probability of error Pe in estimating the state Q given an
observed feature vector X = x





is the maximum a posteriori estimator (MAP). The expected minimal error probability is shown














where X denotes the set of all possible outcomes of the random variable X which can be decom-
posed into its dimensional subsets X = [ X1 · · · Xd ]T .
As will be discussed in the next section, it will be interesting to see that the Bayes proba-
bility of error PB is upper and lower bounded by the uncertainty measure H(Q|X). The goal of
minimizing the uncertainty measure can, therefore, also be seen as minimizing the probability of
wrongly recognizing the state Q given a feature vector x. In this case, having an accurate estimate
of H(Q|X) is crucial and it is done by estimating H(Q) and I(X;Q) which will be presented in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
5.1 Uncertainty Bounds of the Bayes Probability of Error
The relation between the Bayes probability of error and Shannon’s conditional entropy is pre-
sented in this section. It is known that there is no one-to-one relation between the Bayes proba-
bility of error and the conditional entropy. The relation exists in the formulation of the upper and
lower bounds of the probability of error in terms of the entropy. While the Fano bound [Fano
1961] is shown as a tight upper bound of the probability of error, the lower bound inequality has
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been the subject of several works in the area of information theory. The Fano bound is shown as
H(Q|X) ≤ H(PB)+PB ld (NQ −1), (5.10)
where H(PB) = −PB ld PB − (1−PB) ld (1−PB) is the binary entropy function.
In this thesis we are showing three different lower bounds for the probability of error, which
have been independently proposed. The first bound is the Chu and Chueh bound [Chu and Chueh
1966], which proposed to lower bound the probability of error by a constant factor of 2
H(Q|X) ≥ 2 ·PB. (5.11)
An alternative proof of this bound was proposed in [Hellman and Raviv 1970]. The second bound
is called the Höge bound [Höge 1999], which was proposing to lower bound the probability of




The proof is rewritten in Appendix B. The third bound is called the Golić bound and was orig-
inally proposed in [Golić 1987]. This bound was formulated in a general form to accommodate
not only the conditional entropy as formulated in (5.3), but also other concave information mea-
sures such as the Vajda’s average conditional quadratic entropy. Using the conditional entropy,
the bound is shown as

















where 1 ≤ j ≤ NQ − 1. This bound has also been derived in [Feder and Merhav 1994] using
the specific case of conditional entropy. All of the lower bounds shown above are valid for
PB ∈ [0, 1−1/NQ] and NQ ≥ 2. The error bounds are depicted in Figure 5.1. The Fano and Golić
bounds provide a tight upper and lower bound of the Bayes probability of error in terms of the
conditional entropy.
5.2 Estimating H(Q)
As shown in (5.6), the first step to obtain the conditional entropy H(Q|X) is by estimating the
value of H(Q). The state entropy is a discrete entropy and is estimated according to the following.
Given a fixed number of NQ different states in the set Q and P(Q j) as the probability of being in
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Figure 5.1: An upper bound (UB) and several lower bounds (LB) of Bayes probability of error
PB with NQ = 10.




P(Q j) ld P(Q j),
where the probability P(Q j) has the properties
0 ≤ P(Q j) ≤ 1 and
NQ∑
j=1
P(Q j) = 1. (5.14)









= ld NQ, (5.15)
i.e., the entropy is maximized if the states are uniformly distributed.
The discrete probabilities P(Q j), j = 1 · · ·NQ are estimated from a finite set of N observed
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occurrences of all states. With the definitions













P̃j ld P̃j. (5.17)
If the occurrence process of the states in Q is stationary both the approximated probabilities P̃j
and the approximated entropies H̃(Q) converge to their true probabilities and entropies, P(Q j)
and H(Q), respectively, provided that N goes to infinity. Since the approximated probabilities
have the properties described by (5.14) they have the properties of the true probabilities. Hence,
(5.15) also holds
H̃(Q) ≤ ld NQ.
5.3 Approximations to the Mutual Information I(X;Q)
The second step of the conditional entropy calculation is done by estimating the mutual informa-
tion I(X;Q). According to (5.5) the mutual information is defined by
















P(Q j) H(X|Q j), (5.20)
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with
H(X|Q j) = −
∫
X
p(x|Q j) ld p(x|Q j) dx. (5.21)
In order to determine I(X;Q) we have to handle the distributions P(Q j), p(x|Q j), and p(x). The
approximation to P(Q j) is following (5.16) and p(x|Q j) is discussed in Section 5.4 where the
entropy H(X|Q j) is calculated. Finally, p(x) is approximated in Section 5.5 where the entropy
H(X) is estimated.
Since the feature vectors are continuous random variables, in general their statistical prop-
erties are described by (continuous) density functions p(x) and p(x|Q j). In practice the distri-
butions have to be approximated either by discrete distributions (histograms) or by continuous
distributions, e.g., a Gaussian mixture, where the parameters mean vector and covariance matrix
have to be determined empirically. Both approximations are based on a set of observed pairs
{(x,Q j)}.
In this thesis p(x|Q j) is assumed to be a monomodal Gaussian distribution, which leads to







P(Q j)p(x | Q j). (5.22)
It is worth noting that the distribution p(x|Q j) in the HMM analysis is in fact usually modeled
by a Gaussian mixture. Based on the assumption, there exists an analytical solution for H(X|Q)
and not for H(X) due to the multimodal properties of p(x).
As mentioned previously, the histogram method to solve the entropy H(X) was proposed
in [Moddemeijer 1989] where it assumes that the observed pairs {(x,Q j)} are independent. In
case of the dependent pair observations, the entropy estimation is discussed in [Moddemeijer
1999]. This method is suitable to determine an entropy value where no assumption is made on
the underlying distribution of the observed pairs. When a certain density function is assumed on
the observed pairs, such as the Gaussian mixture for p(x) as proposed in this thesis, it might be
better to estimate the parameters of the density function and determine its entropy based on the
sampled values of the density function. When this alternative method is used, the final entropy
has to take into account the bias introduced by the partition width as described in Appendix C.3.
In order to compare the performance of both methods, an experiment involving the one-
dimensional data of a random variable X generated by a Gaussian distribution was conducted.
The true entropy value of this density is analytically solvable as shown in Appendix C.4. In
addition to that, depending on the total number of observations NX available, the entropy is
estimated following the method in [Moddemeijer 1989] and our proposed alternative method. In


























Total Number of Observations NX
Figure 5.2: A comparison of two histogram methods to solve for H(X) when the underlying
density function, i.e., Gaussian in this example, is known.
our proposed method, the parameters describing the underlying Gaussian density are the sample
mean and variance.
As shown in Figure 5.2, both methods are performing equally good when at least around 600
data is available. When only between 200 - 600 data is available, our proposed method is better
than [Moddemeijer 1989] and the performance is reversed when only fewer data is available,
i.e., below 180. The overall mean squared error is shown as 0.57 and 0.63 bits for the proposed
method and the method in [Moddemeijer 1989], respectively. Throughout this thesis, we are
going to use the proposed method to calculate an entropy of an arbitrary multimodal density data
X by assuming an underlying Gaussian mixture, unless otherwise noted. In Section 5.5 we will
elaborate more on this topic especially when dealing with the multidimensional data X.
5.4 Approximation to H(X|Q)
We assume that the d-dimensional multivariate conditional density p(x1, · · · , xd|Q j) is monomodal
Gaussian. The conditional density is defined as
p(x|Q j) = p(x1, · · · , xd|Q j) ∼N (µX|Q j ,ΣX|Q j). (5.23)
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The entropy of a variable having a monomodal Gaussian distribution is described in Appendix







ln |ΣX|Q j |, (5.24)
with |ΣX|Q j | being the matrix determinant of the conditional covariance matrix ΣX|Q j .








P(Q j) ln |ΣX|Q j |. (5.25)





X1|Q j 0 0
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P(Q j) ln σXi|Q j . (5.26)
The result depicted in (5.26) can also be derived using the differential entropy calculation as
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P(Q j) ln σXi|Q j .
5.5 Approximation to H(X)
Determining the entropy H(X) given the multimodal distribution of p(x) as defined in (5.22)
is not an easy task. The difficulty is caused by the multiple integral operation due to the high
dimensionality of the feature vector X which is in the order of 20 · · ·40. Since we are relying
on the underlying density to estimate the entropy as described at the end of Section 5.3, it is
mandatory to somehow solve the problem of multidimensionality.
In the following we will regard an approximation of p(x) where the integral operation can be
treated. The multidimensional density function p(x) can be written in the form
p(x) = p(x1, · · · , xd) = p(xd)
d−1∏
i=1




























H(Xi|Xi+1, · · · , Xd). (5.28)
This representation decomposes H(X) into a sum of marginal dimensional entropies, where each
entropy in H(Xi|Xi+1, · · · , Xd) is dedicated to a specific dimension i. In order to reduce the di-
mension of p(xi|xi+1, · · · , xd) we consider the monogram, bigram, and n-gram approximations.
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5.5.1 Monogram Approximation
The following approximation is used:










where H1(X) denotes the monogram multimodal approximation of H(X). The mutual informa-





















P(Q j) ln σXi|Q j . (5.32)




p(xi) ld p(xi) dxi. (5.33)
As shown later in Section 5.6.1 several approximations of p(xi) are investigated. The value of
H(Xi|Q) is estimated following the calculation presented in Section 5.4.
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5.5.2 Bigram Approximation
The following approximation is used:










where H2(X) denotes the bigram multimodal approximation of H(X).


















H(Xi|Xi+1)−H(Xi|Q) i ∈ [1,d)





H(Xi|Xi+1)− 12 ln (2πe)−
∑NQ
j=1 P(Q j) ln σXi|Q j i ∈ [1,d),
I1(Xd;Q) i = d.






p(xi,xi+1) ld p(xi|xi+1) dxi dxi+1. (5.37)
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Following the same derivation as in (C.6) which relates p(xi) to p(xi|Q j) and the Gaussian as-











P(Q j) N (µXi+1|Q j ,σ2Xi+1|Q j). (5.41)
5.5.3 n-gram Approximation
The following approximation is used:





p(xi|xi+1, · · · , xi+n−1),
Hn(X) = H(Xd)+H(Xd−1|Xd)+ · · ·+
d−n+1∑
i=1
H(Xi|Xi+1, · · · ,Xi+n−1), (5.43)
where







p(xi, · · · , xd) ld p(xi|xi+1, · · · , xi+n−1) dxi . . .dxi+n−1,
and Hn(X) denotes the n-gram multimodal approximation of H(X).
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The n-gram multimodal mutual information In(X;Q) is calculated as
In(X;Q) = Hn(X)−H(X|Q)
= H(Xd)+H(Xd−1|Xd)+ · · ·+
d−n+1∑
i=1













H(Xi|Xi+1, · · · , Xi+n−1)−H(Xi|Q) i ∈ [1, d −n+2),
I
(d+1−i)
2 (Xi;Q) i ∈ [d −n+2, d].
In general, the relation H1(X) ≥ H2(X) ≥ Hn(X) holds [Papoulis 1991], i.e., more accurate
modeling leads to lower entropy.
5.5.4 Monomodal Gaussian Approximation of H(X)
As a special case, we assume that p(x) has a monomodal Gaussian distribution neglecting (5.22)
p(x) ∼N (µX,ΣX). (5.45)
















P(Q j) ln |ΣX|,
where HG(X) denotes the monomodal approximation of H(X). Using H(X|Q) as in (5.25) the
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IG(X;Q) is the monomodal Gaussian approximation of I(X;Q). In the case where the covariance





with p(xi) ∼N (µXi,σ2Xi).

































This result shows, that the mutual information IG(X;Q) can be determined by the sum of the
mutual informations IG(Xi;Q) corresponding to each dimension i. To evaluate (5.49) the value
σXi has to be determined. Empirically calculating σXi will result in the same variance calculation
assuming multimodal distribution of p(x) in (5.22).
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5.6 Sample Cases and Analysis
5.6.1 Monogram Approximation One-Dimensional Example
To get a first insight into the calculation of the mutual information we start with a one-dimensional
feature x. In the one-dimensional case the monogram approximation leads to the exact solution
provided the correct distributions are used. As a classification task we assume that we have to
distinguish 2 states Q1 and Q2 with equal probability P(Q j), j = 1, 2. As described in Section
5.2 H(Q) is given by
H(Q) = ld NQ = 1 bit, (5.50)
where P(Q1) = P(Q2) = 0.5 and NQ = 2. Furthermore, I(X ;Q) is bounded by
I(X ;Q) = H(X)−H(X |Q) ≤ H(Q) = 1 bit. (5.51)
According to the assumptions described in Section 5.3, we define the distributions p(x|Q1)
and p(x|Q2) as monomodal Gaussian distributed
p(x|Q j) = N (µX |Q j ,σ2X |Q j),
having µX |Q1 = 15, µX |Q2 = −15, and σ2X |Q1 = σ
2
X |Q2 = 100. Consequently, the distribution of




P(Q j) ·N (µX |Q j ,σ2X |Q j),
according to (5.22). Furthermore, as treated in Section 5.5.4 p(x) can be approximated by a
monomodal Gaussian distribution p(x) ∼ N (µX ,σ2X), where the mean value and variance are

















Figure 5.3 shows both distributions. It is obvious that the monomodal Gaussian distribution
differs from the Gaussian mixture distribution. In the overlapping region the information given
by x is insufficient to reconstruct the states Q1 and Q2, i.e., in these regions a maximum likelihood
classifier will make errors. The monomodal Gaussian approximation of the mutual information
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I1(X; Q) = 0.76 bits









j=1N (µX |Q j ,σ2X |Q j)
Figure 5.3: Monomodal Gaussian and bimodal Gaussian mixture distributions of a one-
dimensional two-class classification task.








The calculation of Gaussian mixture mutual information is done following the monogram ap-
proach given by (5.32)
I1(X ;Q) = H1(X)−H(X |Q), (5.55)
with
















p(x) ld p(x) dx,





N (µX |Q j ,σ2X |Q j).
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Figure 5.4: Mutual information of the monomodal Gaussian and bimodal Gaussian mixture for
a specific case of one-dimensional two-class classification task.
Table 5.1 shows the mutual information calculation for both approaches with the means and
variances as used in Figure 5.3. This result shows that the monomodal approximation yields a
higher mutual information. Nevertheless, the monomodal result does not violate (5.6), because
the value of I(X ;Q) is still below H(Q) = 1 bit. According to (5.4) the entropy H(Q|X) takes
the value 0.24 bit.
Now we investigate a specific case of distributions as shown previously with the properties
σ2X |Q j = σ
2; µX |Q2 = −µX |Q1; |µX |Q j | = µ. (5.56)
In this case (5.52) and (5.53) of the monomodal Gaussian approximation simplify to
µX = 0; σ
2
X = σ
2 + µ2, (5.57)
leading to the monomodal approximation










where α = µ/σ . Figure 5.4 plots the relation between α and the corresponding mutual informa-
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Figure 5.5: Upper and lower bounds of the probability of error using the Gaussian mixture
approximation.
tion. The monomodal Gaussian mutual information is plotted following (5.58) and the Gaussian
mixture mutual information is following (5.55). As shown in the figure, for small values of
α (α < 1) the mutual information of the monomodal Gaussian approximation is still giving the
correct value as shown by the Gaussian mixture curve. It starts to give higher values for α higher
than 1. The distributions shown in Figure 5.3 present the case of α = 1.5, where the monomodal
Gaussian approximation differs significantly from the Gaussian mixture.
Table 5.1: Mutual information of the monomodal Gaussian and bimodal Gaussian mixture ap-
proximations of a one-dimensional two-class classification task.
p(x) I(X ;Q) [bits] H(X |Q) [bits] H(X) [bits]
Gaussian mixture 0.76 5.369 6.1290
Monomodal Gaussian 0.85 5.369 6.2192
Basen on the Gaussian mixture plot in Figure 5.4, a set of upper and lower bounds of the
probability of error can be plotted as depicted in Figure 5.5. By varying the value of α , the
corresponding probability of error using the Gaussian mixture assumption can be obtained. Both
upper and lower bounds of the probability of error are derived from its entropy value where we
have used the Fano entropy upper bound to depict the lower bound of the probability of error
and the Golić entropy lower bound to depict the upper bound of the probability of error. The
figure shows that the probability of error in the Gaussian mixture classification task lies between
the upper and lower bounds of the probability of error. The conditional entropy H(Q|X) is also
shown in the figure where it coincides with the upper bound of the probability of error which
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implies that the upper bound curve of the probability of error or the Golić entropy lower bound
curve has a linear curve in the probability of error vs. conditional entropy plot given a two-class
classification task.
5.6.2 Bigram Approximation of a 2-dimensional Example
Now we consider an example of a distribution of a two-dimensional feature vector X = [X1 X2]
T .
The two states task of Section 5.6.1 is adopted where the states Q1 and Q2 with equal probabil-
ity have to be distinguished. The distributions p(x|Q1) and p(x|Q2) are monomodal Gaussian
densities with diagonal covariance matrices
















P(Q j) N (µX|Q j ,ΣX|Q j); P(Q j) =
1
2
j = 1, 2.
Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of p(x) and Figure 5.7 depicts its monogram approximation









P(Q j) N (µXi|Q j ,σ2Xi|Q j).
As shown in the figures, the difference between the two approximations are evident. The
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Figure 5.6: The distribution of p(x) with the bigram approach in a two-dimensional two-class
classification task.
Figure 5.7: The distribution of p(x) with the monogram approach in a two-dimensional two-class
classification task.





















P(Q j) ln σXi|Q j .
We also treat the monomodal monogram approximation HG(X) with the monomodal distri-
bution on the marginals p(xi), where the resulting I(X;Q) is given by (5.49). For the values of the
variances and means as used in the example we obtain H(X) = 10.7380 bits and the mutual infor-
mation as shown in Table 5.2. The monomodal bigram approximation is giving the same result
as the monomodal monogram one given the fact that the joint probability p(x1,x2) is a statisti-
cally independent bivariate Gaussian distribution. It can also be seen that the bimodal monogram
approximation leads to a rather wrong value of I(X;Q) because it should be upperbounded by
H(Q) = 1.
Table 5.2: Mutual information of the two-dimensional monogram and bigram approximations.
H(X) [bits] I(X;Q) [bits]
Monomodal - Monogram 10.7380 0
Bimodal - Monogram 12.2580 1.5200
Bimodal - Bigram 11.6723 0.9343
5.7 Influence of Noise on the Feature Vectors
In this section we are going to analyze the influence of noise on the feature vectors. We assume
that we have access to the speech signal with and without noise. We denote the clean speech
feature vector random variable with X and the noisy speech feature vector random variable with
XE . The distortion feature vector random variable E includes the distortions caused by the noise
on the speech signal and by the artifacts of noise reduction algorithms. We assume that the
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distortions are additive and stationary defined by the given mean vector and covariance matrix
µE and ΣE, respectively,
XE = X+E.
Furthermore, we assume that the distortion feature vector E is statistically independent from X
p(x,e) = p(x) · p(e).
Denoting the mean vectors and covariance matrices of the noisy speech and clean speech
vectors with µXE ,ΣXE and µX,ΣX, respectively, we get the relation
µXE = µX + µE, (5.59)
ΣXE = ΣX +ΣE. (5.60)
As the distortion vector E is also present on XE in each state Q j, (5.59) and (5.60) also hold on
the state level
µXE |Q j = µX|Q j + µE,
ΣXE |Q j = ΣX|Q j +ΣE.
We also assume that the density functions p(e) and p(x|Q j) are monomodal Gaussians leading
to a multimodal Gaussian p(xE)




p(Q j) · p(xE |Q j). (5.61)
Given (5.61) we can determine I(XE ,Q) for the monomodal and multimodal approximation. In
the following, the monomodal approximation is discussed.
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As shown in (5.64), the distortion influences the mutual information via the SNRi.
Furthermore, we can define the loss of mutual information I(Ri,Q) as























and thus I(Ri;Q) ≥ 0 .
The influence of distortion Ei in the loss I(Ri;Q) is determined by the values of SNRi. For
large values of SNRi, i.e., for small distortion variances, the loss is small. If SNRi approaches 0
as for high distortion case, I(Ri;Q) approaches the value of I(Xi;Q) and the mutual information
I(XEi;Q) approaches 0. This results imply that noise reduction methods should maximize the
values of SNRi. Since the loss also depends on γ
2
i, j, maximizing SNRi should also be done
especially for the dimension i where γ2i, j has large values.
Chapter 6
Front-End Optimization and Evaluation on
the Aurora 3 German Digits Database
The first two experiments presented in this chapter are dealing with the baseline SFE and AFE
using a common back-end, i.e., the SBE, as described in Section 3.2.2. The remainder of the
experiments are presenting the experiments with our proposed least-squares weighting rules and
some additional front-end processing. The performance analysis is done in terms of word accu-
racy. The performance in word recognition rate is also tabulated to specifically observe the effect
of insertion errors during the recognition phase. A new training procedure is always conducted
to obtain each result tabulated in all experiments.
6.1 Experiment I: AFE and SFE Experimental Setups on the
SBE
6.1.1 ETSI Advanced Front-End
Aim: To create an experimental setup for the AFE which is running on the SBE and use the
performance results as the reference to be achieved.
The only available recognition results of the AFE are those evaluated with the back-end built
using the hidden Markov model toolkit (HTK) specified by the ETSI working group as described
in [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2002]. The toolkit is available at no cost from the Cambridge University
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Engineering Department (CUED) [Young et al. 2005]. The HTK recognizer framework is de-
scribed in [Hirsch and Pearce 2000]. Some adjustments have to be done to be able to obtain the
performance of the AFE on the SBE instead of the HTK. This is necessary since any further de-
velopments to improve the SFE are subject to evaluation using the SBE as the target back-end. In
this thesis, we perform the following investigations and finally introduce necessary modifications
to allow the evaluation using the SBE:
• The features produced by the AFE need to be scaled to a range of 8 bit representation since
the SBE is only taking 8 bit range inputs. First of all, the features are normalized using the





for i = 1 · · ·d where x′i, xi, µXi, and σXi denote the transformed feature, original feature,
mean and standard deviation of the original feature, respectively, and d is the dimension of
the feature vector x.
• The use of LDA is investigated since it may increase the AFE performance. The LDA is
currently running on the SFE and it is considerably bringing improvement.
• Frame-dropping in the AFE also needs further investigation since this operation may result
in some performance degradation. This is due to the fact that the LDA reduces the informa-
tion contained in the feature vectors by reducing the dimensionality of the feature vector
from two consecutive frames. In this case, frame-dropping might have a contradictory
effect on the performance.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the performance in word accuracy and word recognition rate, re-
spectively. It is obvious that the LDA needs to be done for the scaled and normalized features
since the results showed that it significantly increases the performance of the front-end with and
without frame-dropping. It is also shown that the frame-dropping method is not optimal in the
presence of LDA. It decreases the effect of LDA processing as shown in the tables, where the
LDA without frame-dropping is more than 18 % relatively better in word accuracy compared to
the LDA with frame-dropping. The performance of the AFE used as the baseline is the one with
the 91.9 % word accuracy. Given the excellent performance of the AFE, it is a challenging task
to exceed its performance on the same framework.
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Table 6.1: Word accuracy performance of the AFE.
with frame-dropping without frame-dropping
with LDA without LDA with LDA without LDA
High Mismatch 88.3 % 78.0 % 92.0 % 78.1 %
Medium Mismatch 87.8 % 74.7 % 89.2 % 77.5 %
Well Matched 93.2 % 80.1 % 94.3 % 78.5 %
Weighted Average 90.1 % 77.7 % 91.9 % 78.1 %
Table 6.2: Word recognition rate performance of the AFE.
with frame-dropping without frame-dropping
with LDA without LDA with LDA without LDA
High Mismatch 89.0 % 80.5 % 92.6 % 81.3 %
Medium Mismatch 88.5 % 78.8 % 90.0 % 80.8 %
Well Matched 94.3 % 83.6 % 95.6 % 83.3 %
Weighted Average 90.9 % 81.1 % 92.9 % 81.9 %
Result: The performance of the baseline AFE on the SBE is obtained with the following
additional processing:
• Scaled and normalized features.
• LDA technique.
• No frame-dropping.
It achieves 91.9 % word accuracy.
6.1.2 Siemens Front-End
Aim: To adjust the basic SFE configuration following the AFE in order to achieve the baseline
SFE performance.
One of the differences between the AFE and the current SFE configuration lies in the frame
length/shift values. The AFE uses 25/10 ms configuration while the SFE uses 32/15 ms. The SFE
configuration is modified following the AFE configuration and the scaling and normalization
operation as in (6.1) is performed on the features produced after channel compensation. The
LDA is already part of the SFE and the frame-dropping is switched-off as done for the AFE. The
new configuration of the SFE is taken as the baseline and any further improvements on the SFE
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Table 6.3: Word accuracy performance of the SFE with different frame length/shift.
32/15 ms 25/10 ms
High Mismatch 86.1 % 85.8 %
Medium Mismatch 84.4 % 85.1 %
Well Matched 93.0 % 93.5 %
Weighted Average 88.3 % 88.6 %
Table 6.4: Word recognition rate performance of the SFE with different frame length/shift.
32/15 ms 25/10 ms
High Mismatch 86.4 % 86.2 %
Medium Mismatch 84.8 % 85.5 %
Well Matched 94.1 % 95.0 %
Weighted Average 88.9 % 89.5 %
is now comparable to the AFE.
Word accuracy and word recognition rate performance of the SFE are shown in Tables 6.3 and
6.4, respectively. The new 25/10 ms frame length/shift configuration is better than the original
32/15 ms of the SFE. This is due to the fact that shorter frame shift implies that more features are
generated for the same speech utterance. And this turns out to yield a significant improvement on
the SFE. The new frame length/shift is adopted in the SFE. If we compare the baseline SFE using
the new 25/10 ms frame length/shift with the AFE, it is obvious that the AFE is far better than
the SFE. The room for improvement is still widely open given the fact that the AFE is currently
more than 28 % relatively better in word accuracy than the SFE.
Result: The baseline SFE performance is obtained with the 25/10 ms frame length/shift and
by employing the following additional processing:
• Scaled and normalized features.
• No frame-dropping.
It achieves 88.6 % word accuracy.
6.2 Experiment II: Investigations on the AFE components
Since the AFE has been developed by many experts in the related area, it is of our interest to
initiate the direction of our research towards the components in the AFE which bring the biggest
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improvement. In this section, major AFE components are separately tested on both the AFE and
SFE baseline frameworks. The major AFE components are identified as
• Noise reduction, which is the two-stage mel-warped Wiener filtering method and the DC-
offset removal. This could be further broken down into the first stage mel-warped Wiener
filtering with the DC-offset removal (NR1) and using both stage of the Wiener filtering
with the DC-offset removal (NR2)
• SNR-dependent waveform processing (SWP).
Experiments are conducted where the above components are tested on the blind equalization
(BE) and maximum likelihood channel compensation techniques as both of them are acting to
compensate the channel effect.
6.2.1 Effects of the AFE Components Combined with the Blind Equaliza-
tion (BE) technique
Aim: To identify the main component in AFE which shows the biggest improvement in com-
bination with the blind equalization technique.
Table 6.5: Word accuracy performance having the AFE components with the BE.
NR1+BE NR2+BE NR2+SWP+BE (baseline AFE)
High Mismatch 88.1 % 89.6 % 92.0 %
Medium Mismatch 87.6 % 90.8 % 89.2 %
Well Matched 93.5 % 94.3 % 94.3 %
Weighted Average 90.1 % 91.9 % 91.9 %
Table 6.6: Word recognition rate performance having the AFE components with the BE.
NR1+BE NR2+BE NR2+SWP+BE (baseline AFE)
High Mismatch 88.8 % 90.0 % 92.6 %
Medium Mismatch 88.5 % 91.5 % 90.0 %
Well Matched 94.8 % 95.7 % 95.6 %
Weighted Average 91.1 % 92.8 % 92.9 %
The blind equalization technique is already used in the AFE framework. Therefore, we con-
ducted the experiments exactly in this framework. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show the results for the
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various system configurations in word accuracy and word recognition rate, respectively. First of
all, it is obvious that a performance increase is observed in all cases with the additional second
stage noise reduction technique. Note that NR1 denotes the first stage of the noise reduction and
NR2 denotes both stages of the noise reduction. Secondly, the improvement gained from the
SNR-dependent waveform processing over the two-stage noise reduction does not apply in the
medium mismatch case showing an absolute performance drop of 1.6 % in word accuracy. The
improvement is also not observed for the well matched case but it gains around 23 % relative
increase in word accuracy for high mismatch case.
Result: In combination with the blind equalization technique we conclude:
• The second stage of the noise reduction part in the AFE consistently improves the per-
formance of the first stage.
• The SNR-dependent waveform processing gives significant improvement over the noise
reduction part only in the high mismatch case. It shows a contrary effect in the medium
mismatch case.
6.2.2 Effects of the AFE Components Combined with the Maximum Like-
lihood Channel Compensation (MLCC) technique
Aim: To identify the main component in AFE which shows the biggest improvement in com-
bination with the maximum likelihood channel compensation technique.
When using the maximum likelihood channel compensation technique, the blind equalization
technique should be switched-off in the AFE framework. After introducing the modifications to
the AFE framework we conducted similar experiments as done previously. Tables 6.7 and 6.8
show the results for the various system configurations in word accuracy and word recognition
rate, respectively.
It again shows that the second stage noise reduction part is consistently improving the perfor-
mance of the first stage. The SNR-dependent waveform processing is now showing a consistent
performance increase in all cases with a significant performance gain still observed in high mis-
match case over the two-stage noise reduction part, i.e., 11.5 % relative performance increase in
word accuracy.
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Table 6.7: Word accuracy performance having the AFE components with the MLCC.
NR1+MLCC NR2+MLCC NR2+SWP+MLCC
High Mismatch 87.7 % 88.7 % 90.0 %
Medium Mismatch 86.8 % 89.1 % 89.3 %
Well Matched 93.7 % 94.1 % 94.1 %
Weighted Average 89.8 % 91.0 % 91.4 %
Table 6.8: Word recognition rate performance having the AFE components with the MLCC.
NR1+MLCC NR2+MLCC NR2+SWP+MLCC
High Mismatch 88.1 % 88.9 % 90.3 %
Medium Mismatch 87.3 % 90.0 % 90.3 %
Well Matched 95.1 % 95.4 % 95.2 %
Weighted Average 90.6 % 91.9 % 92.3 %
Result:
• In combination with the maximum likelihood channel compensation technique we con-
clude:
– The second stage of the noise reduction part in the AFE consistently improves the
performance of the first stage.
– The SNR-dependent waveform processing is significantly increasing the perfor-
mance in the high mismatch case over the two-stage noise reduction part.
• In addition to that, blind equalization is better than maximum likelihood channel com-
pensation. This could be explained by the fact that the maximum likelihood channel
compensation was not optimized for the AFE.
6.3 Experiment III: Weighting Rule Evaluations
As shown in previous experiments, the noise reduction component in the AFE is the part which
is consistently showing improvement. The SNR-dependent waveform processing is generally
showing improvement except for the medium mismatch case in combination with the blind
equalization technique. A good choice of a channel compensation technique is also necessary to
further improve the front-end performance as shown in the experiments between MLCC and BE
techniques.
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However, in this section we focus on the noise reduction part by testing the proposed least-
squares based weighting rule formulations. There are two different noise PSD estimation tech-
niques used:
• the three-state voice activity driven noise PSD estimator described in Section 4.1.1, and
• the minimum statistics noise PSD estimator described in Section 4.1.2.
The a priori and a posteriori SNR based Wiener filtering as described in Section 4.2.2 are used
for the purpose of performance comparison with the MMSE based weighting rules. MLCC is
used as the channel compensation technique in order to minimize the modifications introduced
in the SFE.
We briefly restated all the evaluated weighting rules:
• a posteriori and a priori SNR based Wiener filtering,
• a posteriori recursive least-squares (used in the baseline SFE), a priori recursive least-
squares, spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares, and recursive gain least-squares
as described in Section 4.2.4.
6.3.1 Using the Three-State Voice Activity Driven Noise PSD Estimator
Aim: To evaluate the proposed least-squares based weighting rules on the SFE using the three-
state voice activity driven noise PSD estimator.
Tables 6.9 and 6.10 show the performance of the weighting rules using the three-state voice
activity driven noise PSD estimator in word accuracy and word recognition rate, respectively.
It can be seen that all weighting rules are equal to or better than the a posteriori recursive
least-squares approach in word accuracy. The spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares
weighting rule is better than the advanced a priori SNR based Wiener filtering. It achieves 5.2 %
relative improvement in word accuracy. Both weighting rules are basically showing equal per-
formance in word recognition rate, but the advanced a priori SNR based Wiener filtering yields
more insertion errors.
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Table 6.9: Word accuracy performance of the SFE having the weighting rules and the three-state
voice activity driven noise PSD estimator.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 85.8 % 88.7 % 85.8 % 88.8 % 86.7 % 88.1 %
Medium Mismatch 85.0 % 87.3 % 85.1 % 88.3 % 84.8 % 87.0 %
Well Matched 93.6 % 94.0 % 93.5 % 94.2 % 93.8 % 93.9 %
Weighted Average 88.6 % 90.3 % 88.6 % 90.8 % 88.9 % 90.0 %
Table 6.10: Word recognition rate performance of the SFE having the weighting rules and the
three-state voice activity driven noise PSD estimator.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 86.4 % 89.9 % 86.2 % 89.5 % 87.0 % 89.0 %
Medium Mismatch 85.6 % 88.7 % 85.5 % 89.0 % 85.1 % 87.7 %
Well Matched 95.0 % 96.0 % 95.0 % 96.0 % 95.0 % 95.7 %
Weighted Average 89.6 % 91.9 % 89.5 % 91.9 % 89.5 % 91.2 %
Result:
• All weighting rules achieve better or equal performance than the baseline weighting rule
in the SFE.
• The spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares weighting rule is superior than the
advanced a priori SNR based Wiener filtering.
6.3.2 Using the Minimum Statistics Noise PSD Estimator
Aim: To evaluate the proposed least-squares based weighting rules on the SFE using the min-
imum statistics noise PSD estimator.
Tables 6.11 and 6.12 show the performance of the weighting rules using the minimum statis-
tics noise PSD estimator in word accuracy and word recognition rate, respectively. It is shown
that all weighting rules are better than the a posteriori recursive least-squares and the spectral
subtraction based recursive least-squares weighting rule is again better than the advanced a priori
SNR based Wiener filtering. It achieves 3.3 % relative improvement in word accuracy.
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Table 6.11: Word accuracy performance of the SFE having the weighting rules and the minimum
statistics noise PSD estimator.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 88.7 % 89.1 % 86.5 % 89.5 % 86.5 % 89.2 %
Medium Mismatch 87.7 % 88.4 % 84.4 % 88.8 % 84.5 % 87.7 %
Well Matched 94.2 % 94.4 % 93.7 % 94.6 % 93.9 % 94.5 %
Weighted Average 90.6 % 91.0 % 88.6 % 91.3 % 88.8 % 90.8 %
Table 6.12: Word recognition rate performance of the SFE having the weighting rules and the
minimum statistics noise PSD estimator.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 89.5 % 90.2 % 86.9 % 90.5 % 86.8 % 90.7 %
Medium Mismatch 88.4 % 89.2 % 85.2 % 89.7 % 84.9 % 88.8 %
Well Matched 95.8 % 96.1 % 94.9 % 96.1 % 95.1 % 96.2 %
Weighted Average 91.6 % 92.2 % 89.5 % 92.5 % 89.5 % 92.2 %
Comparing with the previous experiment using the three-state voice activity driven, minimum
statistics brings considerable improvements to the Wiener filtering weighting rules. It shows 17.5
% and 7.2 % relative improvements in word accuracy for the a posteriori and a priori SNR based
Wiener filtering, respectively. This is attributed to the smoother noise PSD estimates produced
by the minimum statistics. This effect is not shown in all least-squares based weighting rules due
to the smoothing effect already introduced in the weighting rule formulations. Improvements
are only observed for the spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares and recursive gain
least-squares having 5.4 % and 8.0% relative improvements in word accuracy, respectively.
Result:
• All weighting rules outperform the weighting rule in the baseline SFE.
• Using the minimum statistics noise PSD estimator, the spectral subtraction based recur-
sive least-squares achieves better results than the advanced a priori SNR based Wiener
filtering.
• The Wiener filtering weighting rules take the advantage of having smoother noise PSD
estimates from the minimum statistics.
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6.4 Experiment IV: Root-Cepstral Coefficients
The root-cepstral coefficients technique is used instead of the commonly used mel filter cepstral
coefficients. A direct root function as shown in (3.12) has been used instead of the logarithmic
function. Experiments have been conducted to find the best value for the root. For both types of
noise PSD estimators, the root value of γ = 0.1 was used.
6.4.1 Using the Three-State Voice Activity Driven Noise PSD Estimator
Aim: To evaluate the root-cepstral coefficients in the SFE using the three-state voice activity
driven noise PSD estimator.
Table 6.13: Word accuracy performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, three-state voice
activity driven, and γ = 0.1 for the root value.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 85.5 % 90.4 % 86.1 % 90.5 % 86.0 % 89.5 %
Medium Mismatch 85.2 % 88.1 % 85.4 % 89.2 % 85.3 % 88.9 %
Well Matched 94.2 % 95.0 % 94.3 % 94.8 % 93.5 % 94.8 %
Weighted Average 88.9 % 91.4 % 89.1 % 91.8 % 88.8 % 91.4 %
Table 6.14: Word recognition rate performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, three-state
voice activity driven, and γ = 0.1 for the root value.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 85.8 % 91.0 % 86.3 % 91.1 % 86.4 % 90.4 %
Medium Mismatch 85.5 % 89.2 % 85.7 % 89.7 % 85.6 % 89.5 %
Well Matched 95.2 % 96.1 % 95.2 % 96.1 % 94.4 % 96.1 %
Weighted Average 89.5 % 92.4 % 89.7 % 92.6 % 89.3 % 92.4 %
Tables 6.13 and 6.14 show the results of the root-cepstral coefficients using the three-state
voice activity driven noise PSD estimator in word accuracy and word recognition rate, respec-
tively. In comparison to Tables 6.9 it can be shown that the use of an optimal root value increases
the performance of most types of weighting rules. The best improvements are achieved by the
spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares, the recursive gain least squares, and the a pri-
ori SNR based Wiener filtering with the relative improvements in word accuracy of 10.9 %, 14.0
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%, and 11.3 %, respectively. The spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares weighting
rule is better than the advanced a priori SNR based Wiener filtering with 4.7 % relative improve-
ment in word accuracy. The RGLS is now showing comparable performance with the advanced
a priori SNR based Wiener filtering. The performance of the spectral subtraction based recursive
least-squares is comparable to the AFE.
Result:
• The root-cepstral coefficients with the three-state voice activity driven noise PSD esti-
mator increases the performance of the front-end for most types of weighting rules.
• The spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares weighting rule and the AFE is
comparable.
6.4.2 Using the Minimum Statistics Noise PSD Estimator
Aim: To evaluate the root-cepstral coefficients in the SFE using the minimum statistics noise
PSD estimator.
Tables 6.15 and 6.16 show the results of the root-cepstral coefficients using the minimum
statistics noise PSD estimator in word accuracy and word recognition rate, respectively. It is
shown that the use of an optimal root value with the minimum statistics increases the performance
of all types of weighting rules. The relative increase of performance in word accuracy compared
to the one without the root-cepstral coefficients as shown in Table 6.11 is given as 8.5 %, 8.9 %,
6.1 %, 5.7 %, 3.6 %, and 10.9 % for the a posteriori SNR based Wiener filtering, a priori SNR
based Wiener filtering, A posteriori recursive least-squares, spectral subtraction based recursive
least-squares, a priori recursive least-squares, and recursive gain least squares, respectively.
The performance of the a priori SNR based Wiener filtering, the spectral subtraction based
recursive least-squares, and the recursive gain least-squares are comparable to the AFE. Al-
though the three weighting rules are having equal performance in word accuracy, in terms of
word recognition rate the a priori SNR based Wiener filtering is still below both least-squares
weighting rules. Compared to the results using the three-state voice activity driven, the top per-
formance is comparable in word accuracy but the values in word recognition rate is overall better
with minimum statistics.
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Table 6.15: Word accuracy performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, minimum statis-
tics, and γ = 0.1 for the root value.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 89.8 % 90.4 % 87.3 % 90.6 % 87.2 % 90.7 %
Medium Mismatch 88.4 % 89.0 % 85.4 % 88.5 % 85.1 % 88.7 %
Well Matched 95.0 % 95.0 % 93.9 % 95.5 % 93.9 % 95.1 %
Weighted Average 91.4 % 91.8 % 89.3 % 91.8 % 89.2 % 91.8 %
Table 6.16: Word recognition rate performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, minimum
statistics, and γ = 0.1 for the root value.
Wiener Least-Squares RGLS
post. prior. post. spect-sub prior.
High Mismatch 90.2 % 91.2 % 87.4 % 91.4 % 87.5 % 91.8 %
Medium Mismatch 88.9 % 89.6 % 85.9 % 89.4 % 85.5 % 89.5 %
Well Matched 95.9 % 96.1 % 94.8 % 96.6 % 94.9 % 96.3 %
Weighted Average 92.0 % 92.6 % 89.8 % 92.8 % 89.8 % 92.8 %
Result:
• Root-cepstral coefficients technique with the minimum statistics noise PSD estimator
increases the performance of the front-end for all types of weighting rules.
• The performance of the a priori SNR based Wiener filtering, the spectral subtraction
based recursive least-squares, and the recursive gain least-squares are comparable to the
AFE.
6.5 Experiment V: Cepstral Smoothing
Cepstral smoothing as described in Section 3.3.2 is applied in combination with the proposed
weighting rules and the root-cepstral coefficients. The performance effect of this smoothing
technique is expected to be additive. Experiments were conducted with the purpose of finding
the optimal smoothing coefficient L. The choice of L is limited from 1 to 6 to avoid having an
oversmoothed cepstral coefficients. The parameters of the weighting rules and the root value are
not modified.
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6.5.1 Using the Three-State Voice Activity Driven Noise PSD Estimator
Aim: Finding the optimal smoothing coefficient L for the cepstral smoothing technique in the
SFE using the three-state voice activity driven noise PSD estimator.
Table 6.17: Word accuracy performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, three-state voice
activity driven, γ = 0.1, and several values of L.









High Mismatch 87.0 % 87.2 % 87.7 % 89.1 % 88.8 % 88.8 %
Medium Mismatch 85.8 % 86.2 % 86.2 % 86.7 % 86.3 % 86.2 %
Well Matched 94.3 % 94.0 % 94.1 % 94.5 % 94.6 % 94.4 %





High Mismatch 90.2 % 90.0 % 90.5 % 90.7 % 90.5 % 90.5 %
Medium Mismatch 88.4 % 88.4 % 88.4 % 88.3 % 88.7 % 89.2 %
Well Matched 94.6 % 94.9 % 94.6 % 94.9 % 94.6 % 94.9 %













High Mismatch 86.6 % 87.1 % 87.6 % 87.1 % 87.5 % 87 %
Medium Mismatch 85.3 % 86.5 % 85.4 % 85.4 % 86.3 % 84.7 %
Well Matched 94.1 % 94.4 % 94.1 % 94 % 94.2 % 93.7 %






. High Mismatch 90.8 % 90.5 % 91.3 % 90.8 % 91.5 % 91.5 %
Medium Mismatch 89.2 % 89.5 % 89.7 % 89.8 % 89.5 % 89.8 %
Well Matched 95 % 95.2 % 95.3 % 95.2 % 95 % 94.9 %





High Mismatch 86.4 % 87.3 % 86.8 % 88 % 87.7 % 87.1 %
Medium Mismatch 85.7 % 85.3 % 85.6 % 85.8 % 85.1 % 84.6 %
Well Matched 93.9 % 94.1 % 93.8 % 94 % 93.8 % 93.8 %





High Mismatch 90.1 % 91.0 % 90.4 % 91.2 % 91 % 91.4 %
Medium Mismatch 89.2 % 89.2 % 89.6 % 89.9 % 89.9 % 89 %
Well Matched 94.8 % 95.1 % 95.0 % 95.0 % 95.2 % 95.0 %
Weighted Average 91.7 % 92.0 % 92.0 % 92.3 % 92.3 % 92.0 %
Tables 6.17 and 6.18 tabulate the results in word accuracy and word recognition rate, re-
spectively. It is shown that the optimal smoothing coefficients varies between 3 and 6. Taking
the best performance achieved with a certain smoothing coefficient L in the cepstral smoothing
technique, an increase in performance is observed for all weighting rules as compared to Table
6.13. They are given in word accuracy as 13.5 %, 4.7 %, 6.4 %, 6.1 %, 7.1 %, and 10.5 %
for the a posteriori SNR based Wiener filtering, a priori SNR based Wiener filtering, a posteri-
ori recursive least-squares, spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares, a priori recursive
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Table 6.18: Word recognition rate performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, three-state
voice activity driven, γ = 0.1, and several values of L.









High Mismatch 87.5 % 87.7 % 88.1 % 89.4 % 89.4 % 89.5 %
Medium Mismatch 86.2 % 86.7 % 87.2 % 88 % 87.8 % 87.8 %
Well Matched 95.4 % 95.2 % 95.2 % 95.6 % 95.6 % 95.5 %





High Mismatch 90.8 % 90.7 % 91.4 % 91.2 % 91.3 % 91.3 %
Medium Mismatch 89.5 % 89.5 % 89.2 % 89.2 % 89.7 % 90.3 %
Well Matched 96 % 96.1 % 95.9 % 96.1 % 95.7 % 96 %













High Mismatch 86.8 % 87.3 % 87.7 % 87.2 % 87.7 % 87.2 %
Medium Mismatch 85.6 % 86.7 % 85.8 % 85.8 % 86.6 % 85.2 %
Well Matched 94.9 % 95.3 % 94.9 % 95 % 95 % 94.6 %






. High Mismatch 91.5 % 91.3 % 92 % 91.4 % 92 % 92.3 %
Medium Mismatch 89.9 % 90.3 % 90.4 % 90.4 % 90.2 % 90.6 %
Well Matched 96.3 % 96.4 % 96.5 % 96.4 % 96 % 96 %





High Mismatch 86.6 % 87.4 % 87 % 88.2 % 88 % 87.4 %
Medium Mismatch 86.2 % 85.7 % 86 % 86.1 % 85.5 % 85.3 %
Well Matched 94.8 % 94.8 % 94.6 % 94.7 % 94.6 % 94.6 %





High Mismatch 90.9 % 91.8 % 91.3 % 92.3 % 92.2 % 92.2 %
Medium Mismatch 90.1 % 90.2 % 90.3 % 90.8 % 90.9 % 90.2 %
Well Matched 96.1 % 96.3 % 96.3 % 96.3 % 96.4 % 96.2 %
Weighted Average 92.7 % 93.0 % 93.0 % 93.4 % 93.4 % 93.1 %
least-squares, and recursive gain least squares, respectively. Both the spectral subtraction based
recursive least-squares with L = 3 and recursive gain least squares with L = 4 achieve 6.1 % rel-
ative improvement in word accuracy compared to the a priori SNR based Wiener filtering. Both
least-squares weighting rules are now outperforming the AFE while the a priori SNR based
Wiener filtering is still comparable to the AFE.
Result:
• Cepstral smoothing with the three-state voice activity driven improves the front-end per-
formance in all of the cases.
• The spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares and recursive gain least squares
outperform the AFE.
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6.5.2 Using Minimum Statistics Noise PSD Estimator
Aim: Finding the optimal smoothing coefficient L for the cepstral smoothing technique in the
SFE using the minimum statistics noise PSD estimator.
Table 6.19: Word accuracy performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, minimum statis-
tics, γ = 0.1, and several values of L.









High Mismatch 90.2 % 90.1 % 91 % 90.6 % 90.8 % 91 %
Medium Mismatch 88.7 % 88.9 % 89.8 % 89.6 % 89.3 % 88.7 %
Well Matched 95.2 % 95 % 95.1 % 95.2 % 95 % 94.7 %





High Mismatch 90.4 % 90.7 % 90.5 % 90.6 % 90.6 % 90.5 %
Medium Mismatch 88.9 % 89.7 % 89.5 % 90.3 % 90 % 89.7 %
Well Matched 95.2 % 95.4 % 95.2 % 95.2 % 95.1 % 95 %













High Mismatch 88 % 87.9 % 88.2 % 88.1 % 88.3 % 87.8 %
Medium Mismatch 86.2 % 85.7 % 86.2 % 85.9 % 85.5 % 85.4 %
Well Matched 94.3 % 94.1 % 94.3 % 94.5 % 94.1 % 94.3 %






. High Mismatch 91 % 91.1 % 92 % 91.6 % 91.1 % 91.2 %
Medium Mismatch 89.4 % 89.2 % 89.8 % 89.8 % 88.7 % 89.1 %
Well Matched 95.3 % 94.9 % 95.4 % 95.4 % 94.9 % 95.4 %





High Mismatch 88.2 % 87.7 % 87.6 % 87.8 % 88.1 % 87.7 %
Medium Mismatch 85.7 % 85.3 % 85.6 % 84.2 % 85.8 % 85.1 %
Well Matched 93.7 % 94.2 % 94.4 % 94.4 % 93.6 % 93.8 %





High Mismatch 91 % 91.4 % 91.6 % 91.5 % 91.3 % 91.1 %
Medium Mismatch 89.2 % 89.7 % 89.9 % 89.8 % 89.4 % 89.3 %
Well Matched 95.3 % 95 % 95.2 % 95 % 95.1 % 94.9 %
Weighted Average 92.1 % 92.2 % 92.4 % 92.3 % 92.2 % 92.0 %
Tables 6.19 and 6.20 tabulate the results in word accuracy and word recognition rate, re-
spectively. It is shown that the optimal smoothing coefficients are mostly L = 3 except the a
priori SNR based Wiener filtering where L = 4. Taking the best performance in word accuracy
achieved with the cepstral smoothing technique, an increase in performance is observed for all
weighting rules as compared to Table 6.15. They are given as 9.3 %, 6.1 %, 5.6 %, 9.8 %, 3.7 %,
and 7.3 % for the a posteriori SNR based Wiener filtering, a priori SNR based Wiener filtering,
a posteriori recursive least-squares, spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares, a priori
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Table 6.20: Word recognition rate performance of the SFE having the weighting rules, minimum
statistics, γ = 0.1, and several values of L.









High Mismatch 90.5 % 90.6 % 91.6 % 91.5 % 92 % 91.8 %
Medium Mismatch 89.6 % 89.6 % 90.5 % 90.4 % 90.2 % 89.8 %
Well Matched 96 % 96.1 % 96.2 % 96.3 % 96 % 95.8 %





High Mismatch 90.9 % 91.3 % 91 % 91.4 % 91.4 % 91.3 %
Medium Mismatch 89.7 % 90.2 % 90.1 % 90.7 % 90.7 % 90.4 %
Well Matched 96.3 % 96.4 % 96.2 % 96.3 % 96.1 % 96 %













High Mismatch 88.1 % 88.2 % 88.3 % 88.3 % 88.4 % 88.1 %
Medium Mismatch 86.5 % 85.9 % 86.7 % 86.4 % 85.9 % 85.7 %
Well Matched 95.2 % 95 % 95.2 % 95.3 % 94.9 % 95 %






. High Mismatch 91.9 % 92.2 % 92.9 % 92.4 % 92.1 % 92.1 %
Medium Mismatch 90.6 % 90.4 % 91.2 % 91.2 % 90.5 % 90.2 %
Well Matched 96.3 % 96 % 96.4 % 96.3 % 96 % 96.5 %





High Mismatch 88.3 % 87.8 % 87.8 % 88 % 88.2 % 87.8 %
Medium Mismatch 86 % 85.7 % 86.1 % 84.7 % 86.1 % 85.4 %
Well Matched 94.6 % 95.1 % 95 % 95.1 % 94.4 % 94.6 %





High Mismatch 91.9 % 92.8 % 92.7 % 92.7 % 92.5 % 92.1 %
Medium Mismatch 90.1 % 90.7 % 91.5 % 91.2 % 90.6 % 91.1 %
Well Matched 96.6 % 96.2 % 96.5 % 96.5 % 96.2 % 96.1 %
Weighted Average 93.2 % 93.4 % 93.8 % 93.7 % 93.3 % 93.4 %
recursive least-squares, and recursive gain least squares, respectively. The spectral subtraction
based recursive least-squares is superior to the a priori SNR based Wiener filtering showing 3.9
% relative improvement in word accuracy. Three weighting rules are now outperforming the
AFE, i.e., the a priori SNR based Wiener filtering, spectral subtraction based recursive least-
squares, and recursive gain least squares.
The use of minimum statistics instead of the three-state voice activity driven noise PSD es-
timator drastically improves the performance of the a posteriori SNR based Wiener filtering by
showing 18.8 % relative increase in performance in word accuracy. Minimum statistics are basi-
cally improving the performance of the front-end using most of the weighting rules where only
the a priori recursive least-squares is staying with the same performance in both word accuracy
and word recognition rate.
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Result:
• Cepstral smoothing with the minimum statistics improves the front-end performance in
all of the cases.
• The a priori SNR based Wiener filtering, spectral subtraction based recursive least-
squares, and recursive gain least squares outperform the AFE but the best performance
is still shown by the spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares.
• The a posteriori SNR based Wiener filtering highly benefits from the minimum statistics,
root-cepstral coefficients, and cepstral smoothing.
Chapter 7
Noise Reduction Evaluation on the
SPEECON and SpeechDat-Car Spanish
Experiments conducted on a small vocabulary database such as the Aurora 3 German digits as
presented in Chapter 6 have shown that the proposed least-squares weighting rules, i.e., the recur-
sive gain least squares and spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares, are good candidates
to replace the baseline weighting rule, i.e., the a posteriori recursive least-squares. The perfor-
mance of spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares in particular, is really encouraging
since it consistently outperforms the advanced a priori SNR based Wiener filtering.
In this chapter, we are going to evaluate the performance of both proposed least-squares
weighting rules on a large vocabulary database, i.e., the SpeechDat-Car and SPEECON databases.
Both databases are described in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, respectively. It is shown in the descrip-
tion that the tasks have been extended to include commands, city names, and application specific
words in Spanish instead of only digits as in the Aurora 3 German. In addition to that, a new
sampling rate of 11.025 kHz is used. These new tasks constitute a more challenging test frame-
work for the proposed weighting rules. As for the noise PSD estimation, the three-state voice
activity driven noise PSD estimator is used due to its lower memory footprint and complexity
compared to the minimum statistics one.
The baseline a posteriori recursive least-squares and a priori SNR based Wiener filtering are
used to benchmark the performance of the proposed least-squares weighting rules. The advanced
front-end (AFE) is not included in the benchmarking since we are focusing on the weighting rule
improvement and also the fact that the AFE is not equipped with a real modification to process the
11.025 kHz speech utterances. The 11.025 kHz processing of the AFE is done by downsampling
the utterances to 8 kHz prior to feature extraction.
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Figure 7.1: The 19 triangular-shaped mel filterbank as used in the 11.025 kHz Siemens front-end
(SFE).
7.1 System Optimization for the 11.025 kHz Database
Instead of performing an isolated word recognition like the one for the Aurora 3 task, a contin-
uous speech recognition is applied to cope with the given task. The training setup was based on
an HMM trained on a Spanish database having 20000 Gaussian densities. A training list hav-
ing 20000 entries was used to update the original HMM. The adjustments affect not only the
back-end, but also the front-end which are tabulated in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Front-end adjustment for the 11.025 kHz task.
8 kHz 11.025 kHz
Frame length/shift 32/15 ms 23.22/14.966 ms
Mel filter NFB = 15, ∆mel = 133.66 mel NFB = 19, ∆mel = 122.63 mel
(see Fig. 3.3) (see Fig. 7.1)
Processed freq. range 180 - 4000 Hz 173 - 4996 Hz
As shown in Figure 7.1, more triangular-shaped mel filterbanks are produced to account for
the increased information due to a higher sampling frequency.
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7.2 Performance Evaluation
Five different test sets were defined. The recognition results in word accuracy are tabulated for
each test set and the improvement is measured based on the relative increase in the average word
accuracy. This implies that an average over all test sets in word accuracy was first obtained
and a relative increase in the mean word accuracy was finally calculated. Equal weights are
assigned for each test set. Details on the individual improvement are depicted in Table 7.2 in
word accuracy and also shown in [Höge et al. 2008].

























































Channel 2 93.0 % 92.8 % 92.0 % 93.0 %
Channel 3 92.0 % 92.5 % 92.4 % 92.3 %
Channel 4 88.9 % 88.6 % 89.9 % 90.3 %
city names
Channel 2 87.8 % 88.0 % 90.6 % 90.0 %
Channel 3 88.4 % 89.2 % 90.7 % 91.1 %






Channel 2 85.4 % 88.0 % 88.2 % 88.8 %
Channel 3 87.2 % 90.2 % 89.6 % 90.0 %
city names
Channel 2 79.8 % 82.7 % 82.3 % 82.7 %






Channel 2 92.2 % 95.0 % 94.2 % 94.3 %
Channel 3 89.5 % 92.3 % 92.6 % 92.6 %
Mean Word Accuracy 87.8 % 89.5 % 89.8 % 90.0 %
Relative Word Accuracy Improvement 0.0 % 13.9 % 16.4 % 18.0 %
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The word recognition rate performance is not tabulated due to the given task requirement
where the recognizer is expected to deliver a hypothesized word for each given utterance. This
implies that only the substitution errors are present and counted. The results are shown in the
table clearly show that the proposed noise reductions, i.e., the recursive gain least-squares and
spectral subtraction based recursive least-squares, outperform the baseline noise reduction used
in the baseline SFE, i.e., the a posteriori recursive least-squares, showing 16.4 % and 18 %
relative increase in word accuracy. They also outperform the advanced a priori SNR Wiener
filtering where it can only manage to gain 13.9 % relative improvement in word accuracy. This
achievement confirms the robustness of our proposed least-squares based weighting rules.
Chapter 8
Evaluation of the Entropy Concept on the
Aurora 3 German Digits Database
In this Chapter we will evaluate the concept of entropy as described previously in Chapter 5. We
are using the well matched German digits data set in the Aurora 3 Task as defined by the ETSI
STQ Aurora standardization body [ETSI STQ-Aurora 2001a] and briefly presented in Section
3.5.1. As states Q we regard speech states or segments of the digits as provided by the whole
word HMM modeling. The number of states NQ is 270 and the amount of feature vectors in the
training set is N = 407978 feature vectors. Each feature vector is aligned to a particular state by
means of the forced Viterbi algorithm which gives us a set of observation pairs {(x,Q j)}.
The histogram of the state size or the number of feature vectors in a state is shown in Figure
8.1. It shows that at least around 500 feature vectors describe a state Q j and most of the states
are having 1200 - 2000 feature vectors.
8.1 Determination of H(Q)
First of all, we need to determine the entropy of H(Q) since it is the upper bound of the mutual
information I(X;Q) as shown in (5.6). The distribution P(Q) is given by estimating the probabil-





P(Q j) ld P(Q j). (8.1)
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Figure 8.1: The histogram of state size (number of feature vectors in a state) from the training
set.
In the case that all states are equally probable, p(Q j) = 1/NQ, the entropy H(Q) is given by
H(Q) = ld NQ. (8.2)
Regarding the case of NQ = 270 and assuming equal probability for each state Q j, the entropy
takes the value H(Q) = ld 270 = 8.0768 bits. This means that we must gain from each feature
vector x an average of 8.0768 bits in order to reconstruct the sequences ψM of states without





disregard the context in time as described in Appendix D. This context embraces the fact that
several feature vectors belong to one state and that the states are statistically dependent due to
the morpho-syntactic and semantic constraints given by a language.
Based on the observed feature vectors, the value of H(Q) equals 8.0025 bits. This result
shows that the distribution of the states Q j is nearly uniformly distributed. This experimental
value of H(Q) must be lower than 8.0768 bits due to the fact that the entropy is maximized
under a uniform distribution.
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8.2 Monogram Approximation
In this section we investigate the case of feature vectors having the dimension d and an arbitrary
number NQ of states. As previously stated, the monomodal Gaussian assumption is used for







P(Q j) ln σXi|Q j . (8.3)
















p(xi) ld p(xi) dxi. (8.4)
In the following, we describe both approximations to p(xi), i.e., the monomodal Gaussian and
the Gaussian mixture.
8.2.1 Monogram Approximation - Monomodal Gaussian
First we regard the monomodal approximation for p(xi) where the mutual information is formu-








If we simply look at the above formulation, it is somehow doubtful since only the variances σXi
and σXi|Q j are considered in the calculation and not the mean values. Both variances can be easily
obtained from the observed feature vectors and the question regarding the mean values is still left
unanswered.
The answer to the question above is given by carefully examining the variance σXi . Following
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P(Q j) µXi|Q j .
The mean values µXi and µXi|Q j do not explicitly appear in the formulation of mutual information
in (8.5) but as it is shown in (8.6), the variance σXi is basically obtained by taking the mean
values into account.










































In order to get a better understanding about the variables α2i, j and β
2
i, j, we shall refer to Figure
8.2 where the distributions of α2i, j and β
2
i, j are depicted for i = 1 · · ·d and j = 1 · · ·NQ.
It is shown that the distribution of β 2i, j is centered around the value of 1 which implies that the
variances of p(xi|Q j) are approximately equal. However, as we further observe the distribution
in each dimension, this actually only applies to higher dimension indices and not to the lower
dimension ones as shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4 for the dimension i = 1 and 30, respectively.
For lower dimension indices, the distributions of α2i, j and β
2
i, j are not conforming the distribution
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Figure 8.2: The distribution of α2i, j and β
2
i, j for the 39-dimensional monomodal Gaussian approx-
imation.
depicted in Figure 8.2 while for higher dimension indices they are showing a similarity.
Now if we assume that the variances σ2







≈ α2i, j +1,






α2i, j +1. (8.9)









where the states are uniformly distributed and the absolute distances ∆µi between the global mean
µXi and the local means µXi|Q j are exactly the same, we get the relation
IG(Xi;Q) ≈ IGA(Xi;Q) = ln
√
α2i +1, (8.10)
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Figure 8.3: The distribution of α21, j and β
2
1, j for the first dimension of the 39-dimensional
monomodal Gaussian approximation.


























Figure 8.4: The distribution of α230, j and β
2
30, j for the 30-th dimension of the 39-dimensional
monomodal Gaussian approximation.
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where IGA(Xi;Q) denotes the first constrained-approximation to IG(Xi;Q).
The formulation in (8.10) is in fact similar to (5.58) where we have presented an example
of a two-state classification task. The behavior of the parameter α was depicted in Figure 5.4
and it was shown that this approximation is good for small values of α , i.e., α < 1. Since
the distribution of α2i, j is indicating small values of α
2
i, j for high dimension indices as described
earlier, we could conclude that the above monomodal approximation should be quite good except
for several low dimension indices.
Now we are proceeding with the investigation whether the formulation above, i.e., IGA(Xi;Q),
already gives a good approximation to (8.8). In this case, we keep the formulation in (8.10) and
assume that
βi, j = βi,








Based on the above assumption we get












IGB(Xi;Q) denotes the second constrained-approximation of IG(Xi;Q).
Figure 8.5 depicts the values for both approximations of IG(Xi;Q), i.e., IGA(Xi;Q) and IGB(Xi;Q).
As shown in the figure, IGA(Xi;Q) yields a better approximation to IG(Xi;Q) than IGB(Xi;Q). This
result indicates that β 2i can be neglected in the calculation. Nevertheless, the total mutual infor-
mation IG(X;Q) = 8.03 bits is already exceeding the upper bound of H(Q) = 8.0025 bits.
8.2.2 Monogram Approximation - Multimodal
The aim of this section is to determine the entropy H(X) using the monogram approximation
based on the observed feature vector distribution which is best described by its multimodality.
The shape of the distribution can be described by a histogram or by means of a Gaussian mixture.
The latter is taken into account due to the assumption that the distribution p(x|Q j) which is
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IG(X; Q) =8.03 bits
IG A(X; Q) =7.33 bits





IG(X; Q) =8.03 bits

















Figure 8.5: Comparison of two formulations of the mutual information calculation based on the
monomodal Gaussian approximation.
making up the distribution p(x) is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution.
Taking into account the feature component independency, we should be able to compare the
distribution obtained with three different approaches:
• Measured histogram.
• Monomodal Gaussian: p(xi) ∼N (µXi,σ2Xi).
• Gaussian mixture: p(xi) ∼
∑NQ
j=1 P(Q j) ·N (µXi,σ2Xi) .
Figure 8.6 depicts the three distributions for a low index i = 1 and a high index i = 30. The
multimodal Gaussian mixture approximation leads to a more accurate approximation than the
monomodal. However, the measured distribution is still more peaky than the multimodal ap-
proximation for feature components with high dimensional index i. This gives a hint that the
approximation of p(xi|Q j) as monomodal Gaussian distribution could be improved by a more
peaky distribution.
The Kullback-Leibler distance [Kullback and Leibler 1951] is a distance measure which can
be used to measure the distance between the measured histogram and its approximations which
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Figure 8.6: Comparison between the measured distribution, monomodal Gaussian, and multi-
modal Gaussian mixture distributions for the dimensions i = 1 and i = 30 of the feature vectors.
where A(x) and B(x) denote the measured histogram and the approximations, respectively. The
distances from the measured histogram to the monomodal Gaussian approximation as depicted
in Figure 8.6 are 0.0057 and 0.0046 bits for the top and the bottom figures, respectively. The
distances from the measured histogram to the multimodal Gaussian mixture approximation are
0.0017 and 0.0013 bits, respectively. This implies that the multimodal approximation is superior
to the monomodal one in all dimensions and a better approximation is achieved for the lower
dimensional indices.
The calculation of the monogram mutual information I1(Xi;Q) is shown as
I1(Xi;Q) = H(Xi)−H(Xi|Q),
where H(Xi|Q) is obtained using (8.3) and H(Xi) is calculated by assuming a Gaussian mixture.
In this particular case, we present some results of the entropy H(Xi) calculated based on the
measured histogram. This method is basically suffering from the histogram accurateness where
the entropy value is not unique depending on the histogram precision. Nevertheless, we are
showing the results for a comparison purpose only.
Figure 8.7 depicts the mutual information in the case where H(Xi) is calculated based on the
measured histogram of p(xi). As shown in the figure H(Xi|Q) is quite constant for all dimensions
i. This result demonstrates that the variances of σ2
Xi|Q j are approximately equal as shown previ-
ously in Figure 8.2 with the distribution of β 2i, j. Furthermore, it also shows that the entropy H(Xi)
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Figure 8.7: Entropy and mutual information calculated based on the measured histogram of p(x).
decreases to the value of H(Xi|Q) as i is higher which finally leads to a decrease of the mutual in-
formation I(Xi;Q). Figure 8.8 shows the deviation ∆H(Xi) from the measured distribution H(Xi)
as depicted in Figure 8.7 given the monomodal Gaussian and Gaussian mixture approaches. As
the figure shows, major differences are only observed for low values of the dimension index i.
This is consistent with the distribution shown in Figure 8.2.
Table 8.1 shows the values of mutual information I(X;Q). Three values from the monomodal
approximation are given. The others are obtained with the Gaussian mixture and the measured
distribution of x. The measured mutual information leads to the lowest value. A more accu-
rate approximation of p(X|Q j) (e.g., a more peaky distribution) could further reduce the differ-
ence between the measured and multimodal approximation. The monomodal approximations
IGB(X;Q) and IG(X;Q) are not good as they exceed the upper bound H(Q) = 8.0025 bits.




I1(X;Q) - Gauss.mixt. 7.92 bits
I1(X;Q) - measured 7.82 bits
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Figure 8.8: The mutual information difference between both the monomodal Gaussian and Gaus-
sian mixture approximations and the measured distribution.
8.3 Bigram Approximation
In this bigram approximation, we still assume the monomodal Gaussian distribution for p(x|Q j).
To determine the entropy H2(X) as defined by (5.35) different methods can be applied depending




• Two-dimensional bimodal approximation.
The measured histogram distribution is shown in Figure 8.9 and the bimodal approximation is
depicted in Figure 8.10. As shown in the figure, the measured histogram depicts the bimodal
property which can also be described by a two-dimensional bimodal function. The monomodal
approximation will certainly fail in modeling the bimodality of the lower dimensional indices.
We have used the sample means and variances of the observed feature vectors as the input pa-
rameters of the Gaussian mixture to produce the bimodal function.
Based on the shown distributions, the entropy H(X) can be calculated. We again empha-
size that the result obtained from the measured histogram distribution is not stable and used for
comparison purpose as also intended in the previous section. Table 8.2 tabulates the values of















































Figure 8.9: Bigram measured distribution.
(a) p(x1,x2) (b) p(x30,x31)
Figure 8.10: Bigram multimodal Gaussian mixture approximation.
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Figure 8.11: The mutual information difference between both the monomodal Gaussian and
Gaussian mixture approximations and the measured distribution using the bigram approach.
H(X) and I(X,Q). For an informational purpose, the difference between the monomodal and the
measured histogram distribution approximation and also between the bimodal Gaussian mixture
and the measured histogram distribution is shown in Figure 8.11. As again shown in the figure,
major differences are observed for lower dimension indices i.
Table 8.2: Mutual information of the bigram method.
H(X) [bits] I(X;Q) [bits]
Monomodal Gaussian 234.5539 8.0298
Bimodal Gaussian mixture 234.2957 7.7717
Measured distribution 232.9701 6.4461
Comparing the bigram values shown in the table with the monogram ones in Table 8.1 we
conclude that:
• The monomodal approximation used in the bigram method gives worse value than in the
monogram one. This is easily explained through its failure to model the bimodal property
of the joint distribution as discussed previously.
• A slight improvement is observed using the Gaussian mixture approximation. This implies
that the bigram modeling to capture the dependency properties of the feature vectors is
indeed showing an improvement for the entropy estimation.
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According to the results, we are proposing to use the Gaussian mixture assumption to determine
the mutual information. The use of monogram approximation is sufficient to gain an insight into
the data under analysis. In this monogram context, one of the proposed monomodal Gaussian
approximation is considerable.
8.4 Analysis on the Influence of Noise in the Feature Vectors
As we have discussed in previous sections, the use of monomodal Gaussian assumption is some-
how justified for the feature vectors obtained from the Aurora 3 German database. This has been
particularly highlighted in Section 8.2.1 where the ratio of α is still within an acceptable range.
This motivates us to start an analysis on the influence of noise in the feature vectors using the
monomodal Gaussian assumption. The theoretical explanation has been derived in Section 5.7
and now we are going to show that the method of mutual information can be applied to assess the
performance of weighting rules in particular and any future front-end processing improvements.
In order to carefully perform the analysis on the noise influence on the Aurora 3 German
database, the noisy speech hands-free and clean speech close talk utterances have to be synchro-
nized. The synchronization was done by estimating an integer time delay occurred during the
recording and aligning the speech samples after removing the time delay. The forced Viterbi
algorithm was then performed on the clean speech utterances to segment the clean speech and
silence feature vectors. Finally, the information regarding these segmentations were used in the
hands-free utterances to obtain the noisy speech, denoised speech, and noise feature vectors.
The mutual informations of the clean speech, denoised speech, and noisy speech feature
vectors are shown in Figure 8.12. The loss of mutual information I(Ri,Q) is also depicted. The
figure shows that a denoising technique has improved the feature vectors on, for example, the
first 7 feature components except the fourth feature component. Although there is no one-to-one
relationship between the gained bits and the relative word accuracy improvement, it nevertheless
gives us a hint that the denoising technique has created a better representation of the feature
vectors. Future improvements can then be directed to obtain a much better improvement on all
feature components.
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clean speech: I(X; Q) =9.71 bits
denoised speech: I(X̂; Q) =7.02 bits
noisy speech: I(XE ; Q) =7.20 bits
noise: I(R; Q) =2.63 bits
Figure 8.12: The mutual informations of the clean speech, denoised speech, and noisy speech
feature vectors on the Aurora 3 German database. The loss of mutual information I(Ri,Q) is also
depicted in the figure.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Directions
In this closing chapter we would like to highlight our main achievements and propose the direc-
tions for future development as described in the following:
• Two proposed least-squares weighting rules, i.e., the recursive gain least squares and spec-
tral subtraction based recursive least-squares, have consistently outperformed the baseline
noise reduction method used in the SFE on both small and large vocabulary databases.
A relative improvement in word accuracy of up to 23.7 % is observed on the Aurora 3
German database and up to 18 % on SPEECON and SpeechDat-Car Spanish databases.
• The proposed method of multidimensional weighting rule parameter optimization has
proven reliable to obtain a possible global optimum. Although there is no guarantee that
a global maximum has always been reached, the method can at least be used to objec-
tively optimize all the weighting rules under consideration. However, we believe that an
improvement on the Monte Carlo and direct search method might be necessary in order to
obtain a more accurate global optimum.
• Applying additional root compression and cepstral smoothing algorithms increases the
SFE performance by up to 32.5 % relative increase in word accuracy when using the three-
state voice activity driven noise PSD estimator and 35.1 % using the minimum statistics
on the Aurora 3 German digits task.
• Applying root compression and cepstral smoothing algorithms increases the SFE perfor-
mance to finally outperform the state-of-the-art front-end processing, i.e., the ETSI ad-
vanced front-end, on the Aurora 3 German digits task by a relative increase in word accu-
racy of up to 4.9 % when using the three-state voice activity driven noise PSD estimator
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and 8.6 % using the minimum statistics. This fact gives a hint on a possible future improve-
ment in the area of feature extraction where the mentioned algorithms can be explored to
deliver a more elaborate method.
• The additional complexity and memory requirements of the proposed weighting rules are
neglectable or minimum since they are having a similar structure as the baseline weighting
rule. Root compression and cepstral smoothing algorithms only require a small amount of
additional complexity and memory requirements.
• A conceptual direction in the analysis of feature vectors based on the mutual information
has been proposed to asses the feature vector quality regardless of the acoustic modeling
assumption used in the speech recognition system. This is done by utilizing the relation
between the Bayes probability of error and the conditional entropy of the state given the
feature vector.
• We have proposed to use the histogram approach to evaluate the mutual information by
assuming the existence of an underlying density function. We are basically proposing the
use of a Gaussian mixture model as the assumed underlying density. Our method simply
estimates the parameters of the Gaussian mixture and performs a sampling on the function.
We believe that there is at least a need to improve the estimation of the Gaussian mixture
parameters or even explore another method of mutual information or entropy estimation,
such as in [Nilsson and Kleijn 2007].
• We have also proposed a monomodal Gaussian feature vector analysis in the presence of
noise. Based on this coarse formulation, we are able to identify the effect on the feature
vectors when applying a certain weighting rule. The method can be used to initially explore
possible improvements based on future developments on the front-end. A better estimation
on the modeling technique is recommended and finally it might be a way to establish a
relationship between the word accuracy measurement (not the Bayes probability of error)
and the entropy bounds.
Appendix A
HMM Parameter Estimation
A.1 The Forward-Backward Algorithm
This algorithm offers an efficient method to compute the likelihood equation in (2.12). It is done
by introducing two new variables, the forward probability α j(`) and the backward probability
βi(`), defined as
α j(`) = p(x(0), · · · , x(`), s j(`)|Λ), (A.1)
βi(`) = p(x(`+1), · · · , x(M−1)|si(`), Λ). (A.2)
Based on these definitions it is possible to obtain an iterative procedure for α j(`) and β j(`). First
of all, α j(`) is calculated as




for j ∈ [1, NQ], (A.3)











The calculation of βi(`) is shown as
βi(M−1) = 1 1 ≤ i ≤ NQ, (A.5)
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α j(`)β j(`). (A.8)
A.2 The Baum-Welch Algorithm
A multi-dimensional optimization problem to estimate the HMM parameters based on the max-
imum likelihood criterion is described in this section. The aim is to find an estimate of the




where an iterative technique, the expectation-maximization (EM) [Dempster et al. 1977], is em-
ployed to solve the problem. For the purpose of the HMM parameters training, it is referred to
as the Baum-Welch re-estimation Algorithm [Baum et al. 1970].
The algorithm is assuming the existence of additional hidden data in the likelihood function.
In the HMM context the hidden data is the underlying state sequence ψ . The original likeli-
hood function L(Λ|xM) is thus referred to as the incomplete-data likelihood function whereas
the complete-data likelihood function is defined as L(Λ|xM,ψ). The first step in the iterative
procedure is to evaluate an auxiliary function Q(Λ,Λ(i−1)) defined as the expectation of the
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where Λ(i−1) is the current parameter estimate. This is known as the E-step of the algorithm




Evaluating both steps for each iteration is guaranteed to increase the log-likelihood and converge
to a local maximum of the likelihood function.
The derivation of the re-estimation procedure from the Q function for CDHMMs having mul-
tivariate distributions is described in [Liporace 1982]. It was also shown that mixture distribution




















j=1 α j(`)β j(`)
, (A.14)








αi(`)ai jb j(`+1)β j(`+1)
∑NQ
j=1 α j(`)β j(`)
. (A.15)





Using the above formulations, a re-estimation procedure to estimate the HMM parameters is
shown as






While (A.17) is formulated employing the definition in (A.12), the formulation of (A.18) can be
interpreted in terms of relative frequencies as the expected number of transitions from state Qi to
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state Q j divided by the expected number of transitions from state Qi as (A.16) implies.
For the EM derivation of a multivariate Gaussian mixture distribution, the formulation of






















































. In order to formulate the above re-estimation procedures in the













where sir(`) denotes as being in the mixture component r of state Qi at frame `. Knowing the























where ĉir is interpreted as the expected number of times being in the mixture component r of
state Qi divided by the expected number of times being in the state Qi and µ̂ir, Σ̂ir follow directly
from µ̂r, Σ̂r.
The specific problem with the left-to-right Bakis topology is that the amount of observations
generated by any state in a single observation sequence is not sufficient to estimate the parame-
ters. In this case, multiple observation sequences are needed [Rabiner and Juang 1993]. Given
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a number of V observation sequences with the index v being the v-th observation sequence of














































































with (·)(v) denotes belonging to the v-th observation sequence and Mv denotes the length of the
v-th observation sequence.
Appendix B
A Lower Bound on the Bayes Probability of
Error
In this Section we rewrite the lower bound of Bayes probability of error PB based on [Höge














Let’s start the derivation by evaluating the following term:























P(Q j| x) ln P(Q j| x). (B.2)
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Note that the inequality in (∗) is only valid for p(Q j|x)≤ 1/NQ. Finally, an expectation is applied















P(Q j|x) ln P(Q j|x)p(x) d(x)





P(Q j|x) ld P(Q j|x) d(x)
≤ ln2 ·H(Q|X). (B.3)
Appendix C
Working with Entropy
C.1 Differential Entropy of a One-Dimensional Feature Vec-
tor
A one-dimensional feature vector X with the probability density function p(x) is considered. The
feature vector X is regarded as a continuous random variable. To derive the differential entropy
(also referred to as continuous entropy) a histogram is first created from the density function p(x)
followed by letting the width of the histogram bins goes to zero. The histogram is created by
partitioning the continuous random variable X into small intervals with equal width ∆
I∆i = {X : i∆ ≤ X < (i+1)∆}. (C.1)
The probability P that X falls into an interval I∆i is given by







where p̃i is an approximation of the density function p(x) in interval I∆i . The values P(I∆i) as
function of i yields the histogram and they represent a true probability function as they fulfill the
properties of (5.14). In case if the density function p(x) is not known, the histogram is obtained
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where ni denotes the number of occurrences that x falls into the i−th interval.
The entropy of the histogram describes the information needed to determine into which in-

















p̃i∆ ld ( p̃i).
The value of H(I∆) depends on the value of ∆. The entropy increases with smaller ∆ because the
number of intervals increases the uncertainty.
To finally calculate the entropy of a continuous random variable X the condition of ∆ → 0





p(x) ld p(x) dx.
It is obvious that the differential entropy is not the limit of the discrete entropy for n → ∞ hence
the properties of discrete entropy do not necessarily apply to it.
C.2 Differential Entropy of a Multidimensional Feature Vec-
tor
Given a feature vector X = [ X1, · · · , Xd ]T where X is regarded as a continuous multivariate







p(x1, · · · , xd) ld p(x1, · · · , xd) dx1 · · · dxd.
In general this expression can be handled analytically only in special cases, e.g., for Gaussian
distributions. In addition to that, approximation via a multidimensional histogram is difficult to
evaluate especially in the case where the dimension d is high. H(X) can be handled easier if the
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variables X1, · · · , Xd are statistically independent. In this case we have



























The result shows that in the case of statistical independency the differential entropy H(X) can be
determined via the summation of all one-dimensional differential entropies.
C.3 Entropy of a Mixed Distribution
If we regard the distribution p(x,Q j) which is the joint distribution of the feature vector and the
state we have to deal with a distribution which is partly discrete and partly continuous. In order
to deal with its entropy the partitioning of X as in (C.1) is done. This leads to the joint discrete
distribution








p̃i(Q j)∆ = P(Q j),
where P(I∆i,Q j) describes the probability that X in the interval I∆i and the state Q j have both
been observed. The related entropy H(I∆,Q) is given by
H(I∆,Q) = − ld ∆+H∆(X ,Q),
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where





p̃i(Q j) ∆ ld ( p̃i(Q j)).
The entropy H∆(X ,Q) converges for ∆ → 0 to the entropy










C.4 Entropy of a Monomodal Gaussian Distribution
Gaussian Distribution
The one-dimensional Gaussian distribution N (µ,σ2) of a random variable X is defined as






where µ and σ2 denote the mean and variance of X , respectively. The differential entropy of this






Given a multivariate random variable X = [ X1, · · · , Xd ]T with mean µX = E{X}, covariance
matrix ΣX = E{(X−µX)(X−µX)T}, and its matrix determinant |ΣX|, the multivariate Gaussian






2 (x−µX)Σ−1X (x−µX)T .
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C.5 Marginal Distribution of the Feature Vector
Given a multivariate random variable X = [ X1, · · · , Xd ]T , the marginal distribution p(xi) of a












p(x1, · · · , xd) dx1 · · ·dxi−1 dxi+1 · · ·dxd.
For the distribution of p(x1, · · · , xd) as given by
p(x1, · · · , xd) =
NQ∑
j=1
p(x1, · · · , xd, Q j) =
NQ∑
j=1
P(Q j) p(x1, · · · , xd|Q j),















p(x1, · · · , xd|Q j) dx1 · · ·dxi−1 dxi+1 · · ·dxd.
For a statistically independent random variable X we have








P(Q j)p(xi|Q j), (C.6)
which relates the marginal distribution p(xi) to the marginal distribution of p(xi|Q j).
Means and Variances of the Marginal Distribution














xi p(xi|Q j) dxi σ2Xi|Q j =
∫
Xi
(xi −µXi|Q j)2 p(xi|Q j) dxi.
Using (C.6), which implies the statistical independency of the feature vectors in a state, yields
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(xi −µXi|Q j)2 +(µ2Xi −µ
2
Xi|Q j)+2 (µXi|Q j −µXi) xi
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Modeling the Temporal Statistical
Dependency of the Feature Vector
Until now we only assume that we have to classify a state Q given an independent realization of
the feature vector random variable X = x with x = [ x1 · · · xd ]T . In practice, the length V of the
feature vectors associated to a state is a varying random variable which takes on the following set
of possible values V = {1, · · · , NV} with NV denotes the maximum possible sequence length.
This implies that we can not simply use the set {(x, Q j)} since it neglects the feature vector
temporal dependency given by the sequence. The set {(x, Q j)} is therefore broken down into
several subsets {(xν , Q j)}, where xν = {x(`), · · · , x(`+ ν − 1)} denotes a possible sequence
of X with length ν .
To begin with the analysis of temporal dependency, let’s define a random variable Xνj to
describe the feature vectors in the subset {(xν , Q j)} which takes on values defined in the set Xνj .
The corresponding mutual information is given by
I(Xνj ;Q j) = H(X
ν
j )−H(Xνj |Q j), (D.1)
where















p(xνj |Q j) ld p(xνj |Q j) dxνj .
Further processing by taking into account all possible lengths in the state Q j yields the following
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mutual information:
I(XVj ;Q j) = H(X
V











P(ν |Q j) I(Xνj ;Q j), (D.2)




P(ν |Q j) H(Xνj ), (D.3)
H(XVj |Q j) =
NV∑
ν=1
P(ν |Q j) H(Xνj |Q j). (D.4)
Finally, the mutual information for all states H(XV |Q) is calculated as
























P(ν |Q j) I(Xνj ;Q j), (D.5)













and H(XVj ) and H(X
V
j |Q j) are calulated following (D.3) and (D.4), respectively.
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To evaluate (D.5) the term I(Xνj ;Q j) is needed. The approximation for the mutual informa-
tion is given, for example, by the monogram approximation. Using the monogram assumption
as in (5.29) and assuming a temporal statistically independent sequence of feature vectors Xνj we
obtain
H(Xνj ) = ν j ·H(X),
H(Xνj |Q j) = ν j ·H(X|Q j),















P(Q j) ·ν j · I(X;Q j), (D.6)
where ν j =
∑NV
ν=1 P(ν |Q j) ν j. The result shows that I(XV ;Q) is obtained by first multiplying
the mutual information I(X;Q j) gained from an independent realization of feature vector random
variable X in a particular state Q j with the corresponding average length of the feature sequence
ν j. If ν j is sufficiently high, the mutual information I(X
V ;Q) will increase and is no longer
bounded by H(Q).
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